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/l,,t,t( - D~"rfA-~ p f 1 ~ #f'U CUii_ ' ; .,S~/),tflf-,v'J /Jut,ty1,1r 
ll OL.J.y, \vetre talking ubout Friclay morning now - well I think it was a little 
~ 
b_it -Lrunical thu.t Wiggins , who i s , who dicln 1 t ge t on Thursday night, had 
, tu come on I'riclaymorn.ing . But I commented on his speech a little bit and 
•wc tvc rot tu concede a little bit that het doin a retty good job of 
~ re residant T l can ov O X the 
~d-1, #fl" LJ.ct thilt he ts the president Ts congressman and he must have in his district 
~f more personal friends of Richard ixon than anybody in the congress and 
• this is c1 lmrden tla L: he carried But I dontt want to re.fleet on his intellectual 
(~ 
<fi'#P 
integrity b t od standa.ng the Congress and I think 
jeupurcliz in T 1 
un Eaisizg issues and 
wJ iurts l the procedural 
conclusion is inescapable as ar as I can tell - ta 
subatc1nticJ.l knmvledge early in the game of the White House involvement and 
to rloss uverthe 18 12 minute gap on the 20th of June the wa he does is -
it · me. T en he also - well, he goes after two things, 
Cl!\ involvement and pE12sic.l12 IRS involvement and yet I had right befoEe me , 
conversc1tion to which he was referr!P.ng and I just felt like - and I think 
I discussed this yeaterday as a matter of fac t - it just a disappointment to 
me , I f eel like this is one more guy whose standa.ng has been adversely 
ill'fected by the whole presidential i!JiArade. I think he - after this is 
over , het s going to have less standa.ng with Congress than when it began but 
J muy be wrong, certaihly he is doing a great job as a spokesman for that 
group and that point of view. 
'l'J1cn I t->ruess we went through the batting order. There werentt any real 
clussic l\mericun spee ches during the rest of the day. The remarkable 
rcstruint c..lemonstsrated by the "hanging Democrats" including John Conyers 
, u ll I , le ~,, t'y WaltU e c.l!1tl even J ol3h Eilber~, who ts not quite in that group , 
I tl1.i_1 ik \vi.ls impressive i.lncl the overall view that the committee put on 
L"or the American people was pretty g ood, even Friday morning, particularly 
r1•iduy morning really, and our batting power picked up after we got to 
\v.Lggins u.rnJDennis, who certainly represented their side pretty well. 
ll l!1mis is illwuys i1 fiesty sort of a guy who 1 s arguments are more effective 
tliu11 his commentilry untl so he always has a t one of voice that indicates 
tl1ilt muybe he 1 s got a chip on his shoulder but in this particular 
instuncc I thought he handled himself beautifully. And Hamilton Fish 
\vi.ls most impressive - his theme was of course was the institution of 
the pres :i_clency itself and that it will survive:. He got into the Congressional 
svell out - 13pelled out in some detail and then the constitutional 
rcspon s jbilities of the President and I picked that up a little bit in 
my sveech . But, being the gentleman that he is, he had a little time left 
over so he gave it back to Wiggins so he could get into the IRS question. 




Thurscluy - this WilS the morning before my speech. We 1 re still going 
through the general debate ... so he gave Wigg ins the time and then he 
.Jlircw j n this IRS stuff ancl overstated. I talked to him over lunch ho 
ts i.l 111c.tt tcr of fact - with Wiggins - he gave me a little memorandum but 
he missed two or three items - one item in !}articular, the fact that 
Sl11tltz - just th e 0 1 Brien generally and the fact that Erlichmants figures 
cu111e L'rum Shultz that he presented t o - he tried to - you recall that 
,JnliJ1 Crlichm u.n tried to get Kalmback to get the editor of the Las Vegas 
11c\vSJJ i..l.JH~r - the puLlisher to run some derogatory comment on Lawrence 
Cl
1 Jlrjc11 . \ve hi.lve since discovered that this information came from Shultz . 
J du11tt think Wiggins wcts ilware of that. He also I think distorted the vi 
ol' - the conversation between the president and John Dean, because in 
sulis ti.l11~e, the presiclent sctid in no unmistakaLle terms to John Dean thilt 
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- were going to use the rn.s as an instrument of political retrobution. Tlltcrcstingly cnuugl1, cluring the course of the afternoon rs debate, after t >m Railsback reached over the bench and handed me a note 
ived £~0max0RwxmaB from a newsperson and the information 
Ji;uj ·1 Ci1kecl someh ow through Judge Sirica 1 ~ ,.,,.,,,,,..+ ~ ~ +,., 1 , 
were lllissing. You remember that on the -..vun ... -LoJU.'-~VU vu V'-.1:''-• ~~ .... ,., 
ll"J72, th e president and John Dean had a conversation and we were allowed 
purt of thut tape from Jaworski,:arud,but not all of it because Judge Sirica 
hudnrt turned loose of all of it. One 17 min. of it he had reconsidered 
luter when he went back and listened to it and then he tried to get it 
tu us and then that was app ealled by the president, tried to give it to 
Juworski and that was apealled by the president and thatrs in the court 
o.!)appealls - not the Supreme Court at this moment. ~M So that 17 min. 
'f2 had known frolll other sources - I believe John Dean had told us that 
they talked about . · at that time - so werve been waiting 
fur that and wanting it. John Dean - thatrs where Jon ean testi ie that 
tlie president said he didnrt send Shultz over there to be some kinda candy ass. 
Nu\;, so Railsback handed me this note to the effect that the Cox radio news 
service had gotten this tape or access to the transcript of it. Now we donrt 
know \vhere that came from but it do~ spbstantiate in spades now what John 
JJ cq.n l1q.d suid. l\nd basically the president said things a good deal stronger 
t licrn ,John Dean had~ lead us to believe. Unfortunately it did not, did not 
use the expression rrN candy ass" so far as I can determine but rrve never 
encountered one of those and I donrt know what they are. Wouldnrt know 
one if I s aw one - donrt know what the expression means but anyway 
\v f\lcans xm~fx~R~ soft person -
II ()Ji, is tliut right? I thought, the implication· it had for me was a person 
\ •ill() 1u1 - whose apple you had to polish in order to receive assistance but 
(W- I think maybe it rs a combination of that and a soft person - a softy) 
ycul1 , but i n uny event, John Dean rs vocabulary was inaccurate - recollection 
\vas inuccurute in its particulars biit oat in jts generalities. So it kinda 
~ rn.s - now thatrs not in our records yet but 
the thinkJ og) bear>o ott the tninking b€l~s on 
!2.'.Y thinking , I d onrt want to mislead anybody on that. -
\v You did liuve some evidence on Shulta earlier though, I think, Testimony that 
lie had 
II ... yeuli, te s timony that Erlichman, yeah, testimony, M yeah, that rs right. 
No t this strung and not corroborating what John Dean - see everything John 
Dean snid is suspect (W-and less relevant) yeah, that rs right. 
tl.cy f\ lu.yne wanted to go back and re-impeach Lyndon Johnson,which I thou~ht 
lie 111udc i1 pretty good case for that. And then of course came my classic 
<> l'ut<,ry . Now reiJ.lly I 6ruess to be - my notes arenrt extensive after that, 
I tlij_Ju( I went into another world or something . 
l_...........-
}{\v Yvs , I :-.,ruess when you finish something like that ... 
a Ttrs u little hit of a let down, yeah. And it wasnrt too long after that 
W \vl' l1ud n bomb threc1t and also I wanted to g o home and call my wife and see 
) \vliut her reuctiun to it was. And so I didn rt take extensive notes following v• i; \~-._ ... - ... I d:i.d f eel liJ<e Bill_ ~ohen did a nice dissertation - little bit and also 
1 r , \ l,;u•rv ll0 gau did un outstandihg •job, just ahead of me, on the republican side 
, ·,"✓ and ine;rcaslngly hers getting - I had the impression all during our debate -
1 tuLi11g of the evidence - that he wasn rt paying much attention to it, but he 
must huvc been working on somethin~ because hers ~RrR pretty conversant with 










.i. t am! is h;:rnclling himself very nicely. Can I t help the observation is - that 
111~ybe the television cameras __ turn him on_ - when you turn on the cameras, you 
tu1'11 u 11 ll 0 gcin but, in any event, he 1 s been pretty active and I think handled 
himself 1n,'.exz~zNiNei~ very nicely dur1ng this thing. We did go back to the 
fluor for ci vote or two during that afternoon also. 
There isll 1 t much - the rest of the speeches were - got into the presidential 
defense on our side - we had about four lliitters after Cohen that all were 
defending the president and I thought they did it with dignity and on the 
dc1nucri.itic siue, I thought the conclua.ing speakers on their side were not 
JJ<.1U. I thought Wciyne Owens and Mezvinsky did handle everything with a 
grcut decil of - ,vell, dignity - is the thing that comes through for the rest 
of the cir:..,'l.l.lnents - it 1 s kind of hard to find something that hasn 1 t been 
so.id before hut I was pleased with the way the committee went and of course 
\vC quit i.ilJout miunight and so that was the end of that. 
Nuw there 1 s une other speach that I thought was particularly good on the 
dcmucrcitie side - was -W-EJ_te~ Flowers. He danced around his committment 
witl1 reference to voting for impeachment but I thought he made a pretty good 
i.inu strong presentation. 
Frt >111 there we went over that evening to the Capital Hill Club - that was 
Gt i.i brcGk during it - cause we finished late in the evening - but we also 
hGve Gnother drafting ~ -~j.on over in the Capitol Hill Club and we picked 
up lli.irold l'rulich o.nd Hogan in our· drafting session as well as Frank ~ [-'elk; 
the ehief minority counsel for the permanent committee staff·thWe h~viewe 
unee 111ure uur i.irtielcs - now we had failed to get together/an a:B¥~c1~, whe 
:it c:i.ime to the committee in the kinda form that we wanted but we were still 
wr·L•: ; 1- 1. .i 11:.•, w.i t·li :it. II-! roJ rl lJrmiilw 0 ilCtjlj1] l y mo.de the motion i11Jd presented 
tl1L~ ,u, - · · • - ii.it we 1 rc uebi.itl.ng a.nu thut lmu tci be ·jntrocJ1)('eci at rj_1c 
ic~~ i 1111.i.ng t>f the tliing ut i was remar a y similar to what we had and 
we 1·e-wurked something that night and pretty well cleaned it up I thought 
aml sent it back ov~r so that when we came in on Friday morning we would 
ho.ve o. pretty good substitute for Sarbanes to offer. And so when we did 
:um 1lete c.lebate o.nd come in on Friday mornin P ul l t}(e 
·ulJJi._:L u ·- incorporated o ,,.(nd 
h<.1t 1 s o.bout when we got around to it. 
But the one other thing that took place is about 10 0 1 clock. Bob McClory 
pusscd. Ground cl letter asking us to endorse cl draft of an article to take 
cat'e that the lmvs be faithfully executed. I put a note there - "Now there 
-p7e seven (republicans) 11 F_:rolich had given us some indication earlier in the 
afternoon tl1Gt he ,vould go along if we could satisfy him and so the number 
:is picking up and it 1 s a good feeling. We ought to keep as ··many of them in 
the kill g;ame as we .I'...an. 
\ 
The! other thing that I think was probably nicely done was that at the conclu-
s .i 1111 of the renmrks of the evening Hutchinson - hadn I t used all of his time 
liefu1•c arnl !:iU he mad.e a. few remclrks which I c.licln I t feel were too earth shaking 
but ::; till, yuu gut tu respect him for his sincerity in not all together a 
11cw line - btrE-...tl1cn Rodino closed with a pretty nice general comment. He 
Jll.'~~sccl. the staff clJJd John Doar as a great American. He even had a few things 
• t(J say nice uueu.t . All~- JeHneP and then· he· ..:.·-Tn.ac.ra-·notehere that he 
• W~ts, \irthui:1t -\~-r":It-l1~g clow; what -he said, that it was quite elcquent, l think 
J 1ic gets better - a ges well - he 1 s wearing well too as well as the American \~ 
.. Jll't>Jilc arc concerned but his concluding remar~ was that he had weighed the 
( cviucncc ancl. lie felt th~ the president had been found wanting which was an 
u11derstatcmc11t considering how he really feels about it. That made me feel 
thought that mGybe I had overdone it in my speech and I could have settled ,, , , 
fur thut. Bllt as Harold. frolich keeps saying - if you are going to go after ~ 
R1g e IJ 7/27/71J 









' Caesi.lr, you gott u. make sure you get him. So, I dor:i rt exactly feel tbat-....way, 
I 1 11 be emrtent ·j r tbe Sera te does not -?einove him but T tkiNkxWR:hrnxg10t do 
t10 zas><thj.n.k we r ve got to air this thing out. ~ ----~ - - -
/
Tl1at wc1s Thurscfay evening - rrve already talked - no, I donrt think there 
is much to say except th.:1t we got home tired, went to bed, it was too late 
· to cull home. I was awakened by my wife at 8 a.m. Friday morning. They had 
1 huc.1 probably a pretty frightening night in that they had several phone 
I 
ec1lls , milny phone calls - she finally took the phone off the hook. About 
3 u.m. she had been frightened by a noise - now, w1d.1u~ werre not sure what 
thut wils - itrs a little unnerving - so during the course of the day - and 
I tultl her t o call up the telpphone company and get our nwnber changed and 
1.mljstctl - wh ieh they dicl for us pretty promptly and then I was also disturbed 
wl1c11 I t d he found out he ts received several threats 
:lrn Juck home himself so I 
Politic<1l threats - personal threats -
\I/ell , I judged thilt they \.~re threats of via] f.lno~ I eventually got a h old 
,r~~ r., ___ I 
()f my police in Ro<1noke and they agreed t o step up their patrol in the area 
uml r un up Gnd Ground in the driveway and they rve been doing that now. They 
did cumc l.Jy Gnd tell my wife to check in everytime we had a strange automobile 
in the tlrivewily why they c ame in there t o find out what it was about - my 
mu ther came by to s ee us last night and s o the police wanted to know who was 
I 
there. So ut leas t we know they are alert. And so Pm a little bit comforted 
l.Jy thilt. I talked to tll,l; FBI - I called the FBI to find out what was going 
un unc.1 what they \voulcl suggest that I might do and I talk to Paul, a friend 
vf:
f ours , Yinkst, and it seems that Jeff Gregson who works in our office had 
L s () rcceiv cc.1 a thrcilt Gnd hild called the FBI. was a thEeat th said 
.(s l ·j f'p 1,10Jsn rt wortb a 1Ll:Q]s_eL Herd hung up· on the guy in e counrse of a 
p L"ct ty disagreeable conversation and I don rt blame him for that a bit but 
uJJJ)i.lrently the hruy c alled right back and s aid your life isn rt worth anickel. 
/\ml su \ve rre getting thilt class of pecple ancl threats fr om them and rtm glad 
he call eel the nn. But they said they didn rt have jurisdiction until they 
111uc.lc threats on me which was strange but in any event - the depth of feeling 
aiJout this thing hcts been substantial in a few instances. And we rve gotten 
f(ume bu.cl phone calls here at the office and back home but I haventt run a 
s tutistical check on it even know . Back in the Roanoke office when I checked 
tmlay, the calls had been 50/50 (about) very few disagreeable calls but, you 
knuw , just expressions of the disappointment but thatts all right. 
We hucl a meeting Friday morning in Jim Mannrs office. We were still kicking 
'):M #I A-S uruunc.1 the Sourl.Ja11es substitutes but it l ooks t o me like its in pretty good 
~ ~ s hupe from our earlier conversatons and this one and I think we going t o be 
!111~- uble to gu with that when we get there. There were small changes. You see , 
~ /,Mlf ,,~hctt Jim ~Jann has been cloin is meetin with a democratic steering committee 
------ wliich ~ezvins <.y, Sar bones, Conyers, Broo <.s an pro a y on wards 
A u11d hers been Ci.lrrying mesaages back and forth from the two of us and :truct:x:s 
~t/\J p , I think when he ·· or of this thing is written he deserves a l ot of 
.., er 'l ·it · ·· · · ·· · cl care ecause he t s a first class ra sn 
,1·1i~cstlcs with these things . I_!ind the best way_ to - ~al wit~~J? e like 
/0'."'"; J t)1ctt - to wurk 11ri~l1 .p.eDpJ c l ·il<~tl~at is to have c~_nfidence. i1: .!!2~m a1:cTe~ry 
ai::: ~ ~ l~Wll- YOU-jH.b-t.....c u.St a litt]:._<:__ cloubt on ~hilt thyy~re ~~_a_I~ _:1-t ~ears 
,-rl~ \tlic111 i.ill ctIN,rt c,rnsc_ they go back andcfo ~! a~ain ~hey do a g ood Job . 
1.,,/ ,:,4.f J\11 su I've pretty much left l • E:· He brought back a commentary t o us 
thi.lt t 1crc ,vc rea y no substantive changes in our article I - the obstruction 
A,.~ 7"' . lllle frum what they had brought in there f rom what we had sent over there so 
. we urc sutisfictl wi th ~iat. 
) ,.... 
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ll - Nu\1/ 1\r ticle II - the abuse of power one - is still up in the air and I clan r t l'"11uw lrnw we ure getting along on that. The changes which we had earlier sent uver from our dinner, we struck out a view that the pol icy program of the c1dminists.ration subsequent to June and cont inuing up to the present time 
ur wort.is to that effect - we said up to the present time is redundant subse-
c~ently mew1s just that but Doar evident ly insisted we put that~ back in. 
\Vt!ll it 1 s not unything to ur6rue about . I think the big problem is this -
we l1uve an urticle which says that the president acted to impede and obstruct 
jw; tj_ce unli that I s enough for an article of impeachment but then we feel like 
there uught to be enough specifics. so then we add behind tha t the comment 
the means tu carry out this policy included one or more of the following and 
then we 1 ve g ot nine numbered paragraphs dealing with , for example , number one , 
is muking f<1lse and misleading statements . We t hink t hat 1 s _ _ ____ I 1 m 
sutisfiecl it 1 s specific enough but the argument that we then ot into when 
\ve finull ho hat 
mee_!ing with a motion 
r1t.~ ·fdrin+ 'h1n11 'rrt ,.-,u .,-r ~--~--··- ·· -~- --J J-- , ~ .. --- 1--~----- -··- __ -"' ___ .. ---, -··-~- _no indication 
--;+ t-hn ,~-nnc-fdon+: 7C' i t f\PTHT "f'-R ,, , , n,l i H1Zl +ho ,h~noc en +h~+ rl;rln f -t- I thought 
well, if he 1 s going to come up with 
try . Well, here it is 211. hrs later 
11 f ou ~. 
I t-J1.ink tlll~ ur~11m1e11t tl1at was most compelling against the motimn was the / 
s l..t l:L.!111e11 l: lJy John Seil.Jerling reculling u comment by (sounds like learned. h<1nd) ~<"/, 
___ ____ _ ___ l:u the effect that some concession must be macle to the~ 
s liurl:11css of hwnan life anu. that 1 s exactly what I think - wer v e got to move 
all1ng . I ~tcu for the u.elay - as we sometimes say - holding my nose b~t 
ix - my lteurt wasn't really in it but 




] guess it WiJ.S a cnnQe..S_S_ion - an unconscious concession to the people that 
s uy he 1 s not being fair to the president - but I dont th i nk people l ook at 
:i_l:- thdt close . -




I~ , ,t 
I (/ 
Li.l~ay Railsback , whille we were in the meeting in Mann 1 s office , 
hi.lli come up \vith a - somebody had delivered him the news report and he read 
tltc 17 m:i.n . that the Cox radio thing had come up . And i ts very damaging to 
tl1e prcs:i.u.ent on the IRS question I thought. RaiJ..sJ;@gk said , wel l, this does 
j_ t - 'tu the presillent . Well, if there were another nail needed in the coffin , . 
.i l: s :i.t, lmt I wonu.er if was the fatal - I wonde_;i;i _ _if__tbat 1 s tbe liil.£t na-iJ: or the 
!, U l Tic icnt. 
--·----
Tl1l•re w;is <111 yutburst in the miuu.le of the day - about noon - when we started 
ti.l.11'":i.ng ubout ~es - getting the tapes during McClory rs resolution 
IJy sl11ne nut un the bi.lck rmv . I say he was a nut because I looked him in the 
- lu()ked ut h:i.m - ,.md could see he was obviously disturbed . Saying why you 
talking about t<1pcs, \vhy aren 1 t you talking about the war crimes? And hers 
a C,unlwd_i.un ur Viel: Numcse sort of thing ancl well, eventually got rid of him 
!Jut l:l1at 1 s the first outburst we 1 ve had - even during Gerald Ford 1 s hearings 
1 dlill' t 1·e1ne1nber anything of that nature . 
TJic•re \vl't'C proccuuru.l excl1anges on the TV all the day and they were e!Jlbarrassir:ig. 
1 thought embarrassing - in the sense that it goes back to Wayne Hay.9r, rejleated 
•• xp1•t~s~:.il111 - 1·lir•1•,· ,u'e two things peu>le shoulcl not watch and one is - the 
P-igc G 7 /'2.7 / 7ll-
ll nnking of t\110 things that people ou ght not to watch: one of them is making 
,A .... ...,...., 1>1' su.usilg e u.ncl the uther i s the making of l aws . I think there rs a lot to )~~s- be Su.id u.ncl this is Q mark up session and t o put it on television - it Ts 
~
l),lf d _i_fficult fu r pe ople to understand what we Ll.re doing - difficult t o under s tand 
11 ,
1
1f the rcu.l meaning of questions and I think we are demonst.srating. Also image-wise 
(~ll the committee suffered because ,Charlie Sandman, particularly_,~n,d the 
rcpnhU caQ_s who are defenders of the presidenf, are insisting onspecific 
,......-/ !-iJJCcifici ty - is the word they keep using - :a>m in the resolution - i:t began 
u_~ uur se ~ccau sc we had the original resolution on our floor but Donahue 
u.ml Sarbuncs offered his s ubstitute 'to article I which is the substitute 
l 
I, uJ:' the total ancl that was really whatrs going to wind up in article I so thatrs 
l- ft \vhu. t \ve tlebate~ the various amendments to that - isxEeail:~zwmit and the ,{vu/,) / olJjectiun t u l\(?t:icle I is the lack of specificity. Well, whatTs wrong as rve 
, l ;r· - c:unclutlcd is tllat the republicans really have nothing t o fear as l ong as the 
-,-t dcmuc rats have so many people in the party cause they couldnrt get together, 
they 1 re not t ogether and they just donrt organize and itrs apparent that 
this thing is nut properly orchest.srated and Pve given up on trying to tell 
them \vhat to do. 
\•J llu.vc you tried ... 
Jl Well, I mean, rrm just no t telling them what to do basically - no, rrm 
thinking in terms that it should be llllili£ obvious that you get ready for a 
shu\v like this. 
W They had to cau cus and program Sarbanes ... 
ll Thu.trs r .i_ght - they pro - Sarbanes got his assignment at 11 orclock that 
111urning and (\v - and came on at 11) came on - that rs right - he got it when 
\vc w.tll-..cll in vir t11ally, c1lthough he knew a motion was going to come in there 
first. 
\v llut it au.s not until later that they - I guess they broke and causused and 
1n·u:...;rQJTllnccl h im ant.I gave h:i.m specific points to &H..lba:s:s:s stress ... 
Jl J dun rt know that theyrve clone that~ I3ut hers been following the draf ting 
lJUt he llitlnrt realize, I guess, that he had to carry it wh en it got to the 
Cununittcc. Well, he 3:wrt did a creditable job on that but we dicln rt meet. 
T :~ut up one time and walked ~•81? B:ttci B:i;,ked Pan Edwards because I want~d the 
-Nf4'~~CLU to talk on spec ifics - well, he was b s eech on something 
~ els 1e oug1 tat the counsel was going to handle specif icity . 
-,.,, lvcll , \vc c1kked John Doar about it and he didn rt do too good a job but here rs 
r ,~,'-'~' t\J }H,rt ,-lcmwr • tbe 1t1o;pld rs 1 eading authority on the Federa l rules of criminal 
~ mu1 civil procedure - canse bP. has participated in their drafting - and so, 
~,fltm nut sure - yeah, I asked him the question. Somebody el-se too . But basically, 
~~ he shuulcl hc1vc been able t o say whether this is sufficient enough or not 
([,,lrA eventually - by the end of the day, we got it out of him. But the point is 
:'ii:f,p ,,IY very simple - Q1cre \\/ere more s ecific :arlier articles are fa more specif~c 
~ 
tli~ \\/hat \lie ' v-e ~ 1ere but the reason is, our - un er mo ern p e ing 
n•u.c•tj_cc , the tli1ng to do is to put them on general notice of what you want, 
f_~~~tl1e nu.tu1:e _ uf the ch a r g e and then the ~efendan~ can alway~ come back and ask 
K'::~ yuu spceif:1-c a lly . Well, used to be a bill o f discovery wlnch was a separate 
~M,l,1lu.\v s uit in Virginia anu you coulcln rt discover much then anyway. Nowadays, 
r --- .tll y uu c1sk for is a bill of particulars or you can almost write them a letter 
..,,,,,, ,rnd tl1ey r11 g ive jt back t o you. Itrs just almost an absolute right and so 
\vliu.t they call notice plea is the modern thing to do and the devic es that 
\ :,1e l1av t' todu.y were simply not avuilable when these pre:scidents were created. 
1 \\lell, Jenner should have said that but he diclnrt do it very strongly. I ,ts k<~ll J1jJn, u.t my u\\!11 reques t, he reassured me for the record, that the pt'esillcnt would be cnti tle d t o all the eviuence that he co1!-1-cl h':'ve - that , lie \va 11 1-cd, \•Jhencvcr ' ]ip ilSkt~ll for it, 1rn:.l we c oulclnrt surprise him on that 






rcgu.rll . i\rnl thatrs - well, the po int to me was clear, but we were taken 
by the public~ never really got that message and itrs bad for the image 
()f the cummittee but I donrt think in the l ong haul, it makes that much 
t.U.lTcrc11te. It illustrates wha.t I go back to before, we probably made 
u. seriuus mis t1ke wh en we got into television on markup sessions. But 
mu.ylJe I 1 m wr ong - r 11 check it out between now and Tuesday. 
Ycu.li , well, itrs 12:10, ix.ii I guess theyr11 be going in - Wanted t o ask 
you one thing before we wind up - I think you said yourd be content if 
the ScnQte Liilinrt remove him but yourve got to get it aired, y ou mean 
i:fztJ:rnz£eJQ,a:t~ your d be content or your d accept it or ... 
\vcll, I feel itrs a matter of judgement thatrs not given to me. My view 
ol' it is, hers got t u be impeached and if the Senate goes over there 
u.11d dues11 1 t remove him I donrt think that means that itrs all right. 
I think will have spoken to it. And thatrs why I say !111 be content. 








- ---7 / '2. 7 / 7 'I Saturday - we will talk about the debates this week. 
I' m just k inda going back through my notes. Beginning with the 
We clnesday evening debates, now we didn 1 t - we talked I guess , when 
we go t - we talked once earlier this week hadn't we - before Wednesday. 
W Defore Wednesday - Wednesday night before the debates started, we 
chatted and we got right up to that point. 
' B We we re up t o elate to that p oint, pretty much. The debates were 
suppos e d t o start at 7:30 - it started a little late. We had the 
tv c ~neras on us but I really wasn't conscious of that at all. 
LVery now and then I would remind myself that there was a camera 
there l ooking at 001!! cha but the lights were not oppressive and the 
whole experience indicates to me that, from the point of view of a 
diversion , they're not to be worried about. From the point of 
view - as it developed during our debate on Thursday night and 
Friday - excuse me, mostly on Friday, ±ke~ there is a tendency to 
addr ess the viewing public and not the rest of the CD mmittee and 
thu.t may or ma.y not - Sam Ervin probably got a disease from it 
a.nd I see that sort of thing is infectious as far as our committee 
i s concerned. 
But 0 11 our opening s tatements when we each had 15 min. to say what 
h e wanted t o - it was supposed to be debate but basically it was 
ev er yb ody speaking to the c ountry on the subject of impeachment 
I thought the committee handled i:s itself beautifully and really 
R res t ored ourselves to the - in the public esteem I would think. 
Ccr t u. i nly tha.t was the reaction :f I got: f r om the people I talked to 
a.bout it and talked to my wif e on the phone and people back home . 
/\nd I thi nk that's good and I think it's s i gnificant and here it is 
Su.tur clay morning ancl we ye t haven't been blasted by Ron Ziegler 
()r !Jean Bur ch or the White House - officially or unofficially - and 
if those ~ruys can r e ad that kind of - in other words, they are l ooking 
1f or a.n openi ng and they M11.RN haven't found one - and I probably came 
• c.l.S cl ose t o givi ng it to them as anybody, then ±ka± I think that i t 
is good. N0 w p erhaps tomorrow or later on today, after we talk about 
t h e clebate~ on procedural matters we may hear from them. 
Roe.lino ' s opening s tatement was in the neighborhood of eloquence. The 
man, himself, a s I've said s o many times, has grown in the job or 
maybe h e just had some kinda latent eloquence that hadn't had enough 
free rein before, but the manner in which he handled the committee 
and made his public statemeht have g iven the Congr ess a new view 
in the eyes of the l\merican people . So I was real pleased with his 
op ening statement and the way he's conducted himself throughout. He 
gets a little disturbed - h e got upset once I think when he injected 
i11 Liebu.tc which i s the chairman's right an observation or two and 
I thi11J, th e s t at ement was - this was on Friday - t o the ef fect that 
c1>nu 11.i.tt ce rncmbers c u.n' t make policy f or the committ ee and some member 
of t he committee , n ot realiz ing his micr ophone was on, als o said - nrn-
cJrnling. tJ 1c Cha irman" which was an impert i nente that he pr obably 
\vow.Lin' t have interjected if the camera harln' t - if he dicln' t realize 
th u. t his microphone was on. But in any event, the chairman was 
<JJJVious ly i rratecl by it but he kept his cool and that's been the 
s .i.tuu.ticm through out the debate which has really been surprising 
lJccu.us e he is emotional. 
lie went pr etty much - i n his opening statement - made a f air, eloquent 
s t u. t c:;~c,nt L)f - I ma.de a few no :es on it - bu·t his thes is was - nwe 've 
-
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gut t u find the truth and :t we rve go t t o decide and we canrt bear 
cl own" and I think I wa s influenced by one line in there - our own 
pulJlic trus t i s being put to the test - is what he was saying and I 
think mayb e i f rrd had N my notes be f ore me when I made my speech -
pr epu.red my speech - I would have referred to t hat because I do think 
th<1t i s whiltr s happened. l\nd we have - when we chose to televise , I 
think we put ourselves in that position . 
I:cl Hutchinson was privileged to make a brief opening statement which he 
did. He overs tated our view uf it - his view of it - that an article 
of impeachment must require removal and it must be beyond a reas onable 
cl oulJ t . Some people accept that standard but I donrt . He als o made a 
p u.ss u.t complaining about the imminence of'- the Supreme Court decision 
and tha t t oo - not the imminence of it but the fact of it - and the 
i 1rnn iJ 1ence uf the tape s and that we ought t o continue that . It was n rt 
Lr ought up at that particular time because the chairman had pretty 
\vcll i ndic u.tcd that he would m. ve rules him out of order s o he made 
il pu.ss o.t it u.nd rrm sure that he had a deal with the chairman that 
they c ould bring that up later if they R wanted to. 
llur uld Donahue made a fine presentation. I was apprehensive ab out 
the attitude - the appearance that our committee would put on and 
particularly Har old Donahue because I have some reservati ons about 
h im . Personally, rrm critical of Harold Donahue because he hasnrt 
- whu.t I trying t o s ay - is that he doesn 1 t enter into debate extensively 
but - and I didn 1 t know how i:t he felt but he . • . 
Well, y ou know, he 1 s kinda of an older man , isn 1 t he ... retiring •.. 
Ile I s retiring this time 
arnl not as quick ... 
Thutr s right 
In his mincl ... 
l\11 of th ose things - yeah - I don 1 t want t o speak k lightly of him 
]Je l'<1us e I've come t o enj oy him and respect him and f ind him t o be a 
del ight f ul pers on and yet sometjmes I have the feeling that he rs not 
feeling t ou well - or something - and I was concer ned about the k ind 
uf presenta t ion he made but I thinkit s ort of gave it a sort of dignified 
Sum ERvin a s f ar a s I was concerned, really a quite nice speech . And 
nu c itizen is above the law was his premise and I think it went over 
well . 
\\le hud present there Rabbi Korf (sp) . Ile was seated there and watched us . 
il~ I cJidnrt get a chance t o talk t o him but he was interes ted. l\lso 
u whi te- ha irec..l a ssociate and Mr . Howard was also observing the things -
thut was St . Clairr s a s s ociate and as well as the other b oy - Ma~k Mack 
Somethingor other - they 1 ve been there from time to time . And Teddy 
\\lh :i.tc - he s h ows every n ow and then which gives the place a little 
dignity - - s tatus - they say hers writing a Look on the unmaking of the 
pres ident - I clonrt know. ne interested t o see but it sure would . .. 
ll c r 11 be coming t o s ee you s oon . .. 
You think h e r s wurl,ing his way around .. . 
:rrll bet . 
-
-
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II I would think so. 
I guess the biggest disappointment to the Party has been Bob McClory. 
Nobody ever knows really what he's saying, thinking, or how his mind 
i s working and evidently he's in trouble in his district. But the 
le<1d off hitters for the republicans didn't give us the strong party 
image that I would like to rave had. Henry Smith fallowed McClory 
<1ml he's got a lot of dignity and he did a fine job on the republican 
s iue ... not necessarily his oratory but just - with a certain amount 
of dignity. But I felt like we k:i.N were kinda out classed. Jack 
llr ooks is not - is a little bit too fie sty; Kastenmier, Edwards and 
those people gave it - gave fine speeches and I felt like ours, when 
we got down to Sandman and McClory and Hutchinson - ilzwaxz~RRZXl11XENe 
saU1Hzi12ag we weren't in the same league. Tom Railsback saved us. 
He made an excellent talk - got directly to the evidence and was most 
help f ul in the point of view of restoring the image of the Republican 
Purty <1nd then we went to Bill Hungate - a democrat - he has - as I 
mentioned before, he has kinda of a disabled Mark Twain syndrome which 
made quite a good speech in the sense that it was - would have been a 
jury speech but it just was out of step with the dignity of the occasion. 
l\nu I was a little bit :Riq} embarrassed for the Committee for what he 
had to say and I called my wife later that evening and that was her 
auvice to me - is don't crack jokes - don't make jokes. Now, it's 
a matter of taste and it's a matter of feeling . It's a little bit 
unf..1ir :to criticize him so I ,m really sort of giving my reaction to 
it cause I felt like when you scratch the surface, he had some things 
to say that were meaningful. I mean his reflection on the morality 
of the c ountry and things of that nature. 
We were getting kinda tired and we were interrupted by the bomb threat. 
\I/ Yeu.l1, tell me what effect that had on everybody . 
B \-Jell, I think it gave us a little time to think about our speeches 
und we l ost an hour right there in the middle of it and I'm - don't 
know how that's developing - don't know where it's coming from. There 
ure times when I suspect that the chairman drummed up a bomb threat 
\vhen the going gets dull but I've been surprised that the news haven't 
commented on that at all really. Very little. And yet the viewing 
public was - must be turned off and on by that. 
\I/ Does anylwdy take it very seriously . . . did anyone on the committee think 
my god, there realJy may be a bomb or was it ... 
B Nobody has really had a view of it. You know , well, it's another 
bumb threat - another screwball. Coming back from lunch yesterday, 
this w<1s on Friday, the people are lined up now watching this :ti.Ngx 
thing .J.11 the way out to the road. It was begin.ming to rain but 
:i. t Jilin' 1:· seem to discourage anybody and I was interested to see 
CJ1.3.rlic S,rndman, whose gotten to be the heavy for the administration, 
go t a round of applause and I thought boy , we're really in for it now. 
I was with Tom Railsback and I've forgotten who else was with us. 
But we got more applause than Sandman ti<ZN.X~N. - wouldn't you say, Jimmy? 
Ycuh, \vC also gut u few boos. So, but it's interesting that the people 
out there are getting involved now. 
-
-
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\✓ People are getting to know who you are now - who the members are and 
separate them out. 
B Yep . Well, \ve just, after that you know, I've already told you ab out 
spending that evening working - we got home late and checked at home 
ancl worked on the speech and that's it. 
" 
~ 
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Ukuy , now I'm dictating this tape on August 1, by golly, and my purpose 
_is t o l'irst catch up with the events of this day and then go back to 
wh e r e we left off on Saturday morning and comment on my notes and 
1Jring them up. 
\ve Legu.n this morning at 9 o'clock in response to a letter from John 
fl J HJ1 odes - "Dear Caldwell, I would appreciate it if you would attend a 
,~1 meeting with a small group of other members in my Capitol office on 
IA.,J;_, Thursdu.y, l\ugust 1, from 9 to 10 a.m. for the purpose of discussing rv--y the evidence on impeachment." " 
Su I go t there this morning - maybe a minute late and it looked to me like 
th ere \vas just a sampling of people just sort of selected at random. Les ~ 
1\ remlt s , Bill Dickinson from Alabama, Don Brotsman from Colorado, Hal 
llc!ll fr om Calif., Paul Chronin a freshman from Mass., a very liberal area 
proLaLly McGovern carried his district, Walter Power from Ohio who had 
c h osen not to run a gain, Forsyth from N.J., Don Rinaldo, no:t that's it 
Rinu.ldo wasn't there - and Anchor Nelson from Minn. who has chosen not 
t u run ugain. 
We ti..l.lked d.JOut several things. The first thing that we talked about was 
the uvailability of the tapes to the general membership. That concerned 
some of them. They wanted to get with the evidence. I didn't know what 
the meeting was going to be all about. I thought it was going to be a 
flf 
J :i.scu ss i on of the proof but evidently that's not it. 
The n John Rhod_':'!s made the same speech that he had made tbe day befu?_re to 
~~3ru club abou~-r lOL-faJ:ttrrg a out and doing it with ~h~ ~rl~~ ~-
. L,, , rp t t ing into a argument \Jfth an re un.11can - we don't have to. We discussed 
'--'" i..l. litt c J. t 1e c use r e. d f'iEi Forsyth was concerned about not 
~
Lcing uLle to vote separately on the articles. John Rhodes said we could 
v cons ider a motion for censure on the floor that he feel constrained 
t o ask the rules c ommittee to make such a motion inorder as a substitute 
t() ioo13R~rul1e:Nt: the impeachment article but ld.Rx&x he'd doubt if it would 
/ 
l".L y - k new it wouldn't pass but Dickinson said lnez£eit; several people 
l1 i..l. d tu.lked with him aLout it including Henry Smith. 
of 
Th e n we talked ab out television aml the Hm.nrne procedings and Anchor Nelson 
s iJ. j d hew.is :s c oncerned about putting our best foot forward, he's 
()lJViuusly a presidential defender but he doesn 1 t feel like we've done too 
well. The question was, has the television hurt the president or not. 
L\ nJ Rhodes said maybe not and Brotsman said probably yes and Arendts made 
the s ame s peech he'd made once before about this being guts politics, let's 
fac t i t. I..:verybody a greed that Cliff O'Neil was pushing 1:1s to get out 
·1Jy the 2'1th und Les l\rendts wanted a voice vote not a recorded vote and 
that ' s ubuut all - all those things were said. 
Th e thing that interested me was_the intensity of the attack still on 
L .1wrcm·c Hog;rn..__ Everybody in the republican ranks is down on him because 
1rtric timing I think, primarily and the general feeling that Hogan 
\vi..l.S a reul opp ortunist. And I spoke myself - not at this point ... well, 
ll i .Ll Dich i nson he added to it he said, the crfticism of Hogan Uri~ _ 
1111Ji·~ '!;l:yTe and the fact that he really didn 1 t need to do_ it in thi 
_L1sli i u0 i..l.ml incidentally I learned at dinner tonight from others that 
· t he cull that Ho ran rot from the vice re ·d d · suade from 
h:i s JHU.n 1> ·1 he had to make it 
_i. 1 · - 1e course o t nngs and that was the general feeling y every . 
'!'hut J ohn Rhodes - s aid - to borrow a phrase from Flowers - don't worry 
your p c r sonul .inguish, I got enough eNgKislaizxt:blis anguish in this for 
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th .. 1 t hac.ln' t Lefore. Joe Waggoner stoppec.l and just had a real friendly chat 
with me toe.lay. Cctlled me by my f irst name and that surprised me cause we've 
spoken before and he's l.Jeen real friendly but we are old friends now. And 
even old Wayne Hayes got the bill coming up - the campaign bill - coming up 
next week and I wrote some desenting views in a very short fashion and darn 
i f_J.u::. uid.n' t stop me on the floor and bd tell me tbat he was going to ag:i;ee 
r '."I r L _ r_ ___ '."I ~ - Largain with me but - to withdraw my 
I couldn't do that but he said well, 
amendment on -
1.n wn1.ch I make endorsements liable just like 
any other kind of contributor and that's - so he's going to acceed to that 
c1nli that makes you a little nervous when ~El~R your friends the democrats 
ctrc so friendly but that's the way life is. Bl{! even old Ron Dellums stopped 
me on the floor today and said you has. a good - which,! don't have any 
trouble \vith my aemocrat friends but I don't get too many friendly comments 
Crum the republican side but those, every now and then, I do find that 
- I c.lon' t find any hestility and I stn.1 find people like John MacAllister 
who said early last week that he was watchin me - s · · over 
..... ~ ......................... _.l.:.!:.r-!:a~n so no, ounced that he listened to me and had 
sc1id he was going to follow my lead and he's going to follow my lead. So, 
tlmt's progress, I mean, well, it's progress for me. I don't know about 
him, NRlx we'll know more about that later but that - and then I've been 
interested to check my mail as of this moment and I find that originally 
it started out about 50/50 in the mails .a11d contacts and obviously the 
ctpprolmtion is pick~g up and I_should think it's getting to the point 
uf uJJnu ~J\Cfn dif~vor - in favor i of impeachm - I think we've 
gut to give credit to the t evision debates or that. The only other news 
tuJ.uy is thi.lt it's going to be televisell - they've agreed to that - they 
hc1ve a~rreed to start on the 19th and they have agreed to last for 10 days 
uml :if 111y prediction on the basis of that is how many are going to be left 
over. The only other thing that's concerning me now is whether I want to 
oc a manager or not. 
J'vc been thinking about the members on the committee and I can see where 
there's going to l.Je some pressure from the democrats for me to be the 
rcpubliecc111 rcprcsentc1tive on there. Liz Holtzmaris intern came by for an 
cmtogru.ph ... picture ... he had a big picture of the whole committee and he's 
asking me to autograph it for him and one for her which was nice of him 
a1H.l I've still been at this game - I'm still flattered by that and I hope 
I never get over that but he gratuitiously sa~_.hoped I would be one 
uf the managers. And I said, well, have you ~"any talk about that and 
he qu.i.ckly said no but it isn't the sort of thing you pull out of the 
u:i.1.•. I stopped and spoke to Barbara Jordan because I do think she's got 
her fin ger on tle pulse as far as what the chairman is thinking and I 
learned toe.lay that the rules provide that - in one way or another - that 
the selection of managers can either be by election of the House or by 
the appointment of the Speaker - that's the Speaker's choice apparently 
and in this instance the Speaker has indicated that he was going to do it. 
Of course as a mutter of protocol, he would consult with Rodino. She also 
indicated to me that the decision is pretty much made that it's five and 
thc1t rW11or' s been floating so much that I think that's fairly true RgJQW( 
aLuut whu.t its. is. She was kind enough tosay that she hoped I would be 
CI rnC111uger because having worked with me on :t:u our subcommittee and she 
th()ught my legal experience would be hapful. I know from the talk about 
llc1 g<-111 that the republicans have blackballed him - I know that - I would 
:•;uess that Mcclory would not receive the endorsement of the democrats 
JJeci.lU!::iC ufter ull I think the critical vote is whether :t:you voted for 
at•tjclc I and he lUlln't - Railsback and Fish and myself anu Cohen and 
1·ru~id1 wuuld. tlic1_1 be in the same l.Joat I would say <-1nd of the five uil 
us l ,.vmLld 1"11111k :1-t would go on the basis of seniority l\nd !) • th 
• a my h'Uess 1.s at 
-
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buth fish ,.mcl Railsback woulcl decline ancl it could be squarely be put up 
to me so this is beginning to concern me. I've made up my mind that if 
it luul,s like there's going to be a lot of it that I'm going to John Rhodes 
unu Gerry ford ancl see what they have to say about it. I'm a little bit 
slwckecl about \\lhat - it's not clear to me what's expected of managers. 
The senate is in the process of rewriting their rules but traditionally, 
the mnnagcrs are really the lawyers in every~ sense of the word and you 
only ge t backup from your staff. It's evident that we would have to examine 
ancl cross examine the witnesses an1 I would approach that one with a whole 
l ot of hwnility cause I have not had extensive trial practice however, neither 
has John Doar. If we were going to be the managers it would be hard work 
f1Jr a lung period of time right before an election and you got to have a 
\\lhule lut of self confidence on something like that. 
\vell that's the £End of my reminiscenses on what took place on Thursday. 
Now I go back to my notes beginning with the debate of Saturday morning, July 
~7 , 1Q7 1~. I'm just kinda going to go through my notes and see what I recall 
ulmut these things from this. 
/ .. A / There wi.ls a causus Sat-prcJay 1:i:wmiing. Jimmy Butler was here and I was ffr:,ed 
// , ~ a1u we- st,t sJ apt late and I just ~lain mR missed the caucus. Now, I have a 
' -~"- 1wte there was a caucus, I wouldn t have gone to the caucus anyway.K.but I 
fw" c;~think what I mecmt was a drafting session dealing primarily with A ticle 
0 ~ II. Dy this time I had felt liJ<e we had honed Article One to the point 
that it wu.s in pretty good shape and so I didn't get too upset about 
missing that aml the word was that Article II was on the way. We had left 
, \ve had quit on Friday evening - we had the panjc at dinner time and then 
ul:'ter Llinner we hud gone through the efforts to strike paragraph one then 
/ I felt liJ,e we had made a fairly good comeback before the evening was over 
✓ uml I clicln' t feel too bad but by the time we got there on Saturday morning 
f ./,J~ the staff has. us in pretty good shape and we were ready to go as far as 
--v-r~~ 111 otiuns tu strH,e went uncl .Maqny stopped and sajd Artie] e Two was on the 
~ - J \v<lY iiw.1 I ta]J,ed to J:iJn Marm and they aJ J fe] t 1 .il<.i. Artie) e TI was in 
--r' ,J--y.·, , , - - ha )e a.ml R· -· back had pre ared ent which would bail 
~
.J...-:; L~ - - ()n the question - the po icy question - you rmember thatearlier that 
~ lviggins an an an and incidentally Wiggins and Sandman now say they 
r ....,., _.A•'~ didn't plan this attack but in any event I thought they made a pretty good 
.~~,.; uttack on the thing - they just kinda nit-picked it - but this was something 
.,Ji uml they t ook the position that we would have to prove a policy .and I didn't 
'(!'1Y7: think much of that and so i~ ~at] ~e~ly an example and I'm glad we did it ~.,_.A.~+ IJeIDure the J\merican people _nof jusfv- we didn't staoerna]] it, we honed 
•. ~. -· n Jrovecl a piece of this le · · ed it to plan and ;,p-.f.. <,tnll'.' sc of cun uct instead pf po] icy .._and I thjnk tbat imprc:We it an then 
~~~\ve sturteJ to bruiding up the evidence about each one of these anr1Llicles 
• · {/7 .., ,md I wus told t o take paragraph three - you remember the article of the 
-
resolution was :iJ1 such a shape that each one of the parts of it would be 
us evidence of the course of conduct to obstruct justice, we offer the 
fulluwing uml I was to take three and develop the specific evidence with 
rel'crcnce to thut a.nd I got real excitecl about it and started looking at 
\vk1t they hacl and it wasn't too bad. I took, I found all the evidence 
there uncl I have a feeling that I've dictated all this before but I' 11 go 
1J11 fr1rn my notes but anyway the staff had a pretty good work up for me 
ctlld f'1•11rn what they gave me then, and I had the books there and I needed 
,111 the i terns ancl I got a. staff man to go back there and get me the 
l'11pics uf that 7.JQi:tixlxhlimS£EX.~t: actual transcript and I was really loaded 
1:ur bear by the t:iJne my time came up and I was excited about it. I mean 
I was re,1dy to ~ c_1 c'ause - I felt liJ<e we were really getting in good s hape 
alld tc then ChurLu~ Sumlrna.n CillTle un and saicl Mr. Chairman he diun' t feel 
- _Ud2 thut lie wanted to tic this thin~ up any l onger that' J1e' d mac.le his 
·, 1i11J· o_: : 111,I 1.,, ' ''"'-' <111 -i11<1 h1 ir ·ivfl 111, l,io...: 11111t-i,n1c:: -!· 11 o...:t-1" -il-P IAIP l -1 -J-111,11 
-
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\fal t er Fl m.,iers, we really forge u the stra tegy at the dinner the evening before. 
i\ml. Wul ter flower s said no sirre e, he had made up his mind that he thought 
tha t was u godu idea, he's g oing to stick with these motions to strike so 
K he \.,ias just going t o use the moti on and I would have g iven up if it had been l eft t o me but my admiration for Walter Flowers and his judgement was great. ~ L;iter on in the uebate Sundman started putting the needle in him asking him 
~ ~ hy he dic.ln't caste his vote - he would make a motion to strike but then 
) _;,,,,- ~ ~e \-Jouldn't v o te for them and why he did that - and I thought his response 




up his mind which ut u time was 'pretty poor. It was good tactics I think 
und so we went through that. With the chairman first we had to g o through 
sunc p erf e c t i ng amendments. Now that was an interesting point because all the 
wc1y through this thing we had wrestled with the ideas about who the president 
~vo~l d~rt tbraugh.._and Sandman and Hoga~ had a hangup ab out dealing with 
"close s t uss ociutes 11and he wanted to call them nclose Ass ociates'' and tha t 
wc1s the amendment that he wanted to do. Well, that would limit - that would 
cxpund ;i little mx bit the people we could talk to to prove that were work-
ing with t he pre sident and Jim Mann came over and talked to him. You see, 
yuu r emember, the problem a.JdEi arose because we'd all agreed to clean this 
t h:,i.ng up two or three little ways that Hogan had in mind to almost - well, 
V,~/111- they \-Jere, with thut one exception, they wouldhave been quite pedestrian 
~
1enclments at be st - no t justifying any kinda argument at all - and so -
r 6run1ent ur discussion except maybe this one about close associates and 
-
o \vh a t we'd a ~rreed on those but when we sent the drafting stuff over t o 
the clrufting offic e where - the c ounsel's office - and Monn;y b.icl taken it 
uver the re and d s ome-kinda internal thing and we haven't figure d 
ou ye w 1ut h u. - but they NE e wron aft and 
b y t 1e · JJ11e Moony got bac < wit copies o is version o the Sar banes 
substjtutc - which - while the Sarbanes version of the Sarbanes substitute 
\vu.s before .1ml i t had these huge - and it was just about a phase behind 
wl1u.t we hull d one and this one little technical amendment was one of them . 
\vell, J im Ma nn c ame over there and tried to raJk him out of x it and he 
h ad. - he gave - he had c onvinced him that he wouldn't offer that because 
it \vuuld bri ng un more discussion and then we were kinda vunerable on 
thut a n u t hen u. little while later Jim Mann came back and said not to 
h t this taken of b Railsback' s am~ndment 
Then we h a d an a r gument about Ceo. Danielson and he's a hard wor k ing little 
fella but he wusn't a p art o f our fragile coalition and I don't know how 
he got inv olved in the ~a act but the interferring with one of the questions 
- t his i s called a perfecting amendment because it expands it - he wants 
int e r f err ing \vith congressional c ommittees added to the areas in which the 
preside nt hud interf erred - you will recall that paragraph four reads 
us fulluws - s ub-paragraph 4- - subparagraphs are examples of presidential 
oLs t r u ction of justice, this subparagraph as an example of that interieerring 
\•Jith vu.rious judi cial processes a nd so forth and reading as follows and 
lluUiclsun wa nted t o add the words congressional committees - well, it 
Jlu.ssed . I thou Tht it w roJJ1 t oo far. It's interesting 'that when I got t o 
tu.liking t o Ill~ - g oing too ar a se what he was talking about was 
:i.nterferr i ng with Wright-Patman a nd late s ummer of 1972 he was rea dy t o g o 
in there ,md i nvestigate the thing on the ~m~x grounds that that larmdered 
mu11ey wus u currenc y ques tion and so the Banking and Currency Committee ought 
to get invihlved i n i t. Well, somehow it never got off the ground but there 
mus t h u.ve been some White House lobbying i n there cause there' s ull s orts 
1i.t' discus sions ulJout h ow they are going to head this thing off but it seems 
t() me \vithin u. p er f e c tly .legitimate realm of the executive branch conduc t 
as \vell a s I r ecull it und. s o I wa s a little bit aprehensivc ab out proving 
tlidt - ge t· 1- i ,i'.~ t J1<L t involved i n :tlo.:t: the uct. That's the thing a b out th .1t 
'I • • - 1 -- --- •• 1 --- - · ' .J• . :- __ __ , , . . ... ~ ..... , ----'-~- 1 ....... , 1 ., _..,, ,.,., .,. prul .; .f- !.1 't ul 1,1l, n 1 1 T f~:1 1 '1... ,~'1 
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tu l' luony here about that several days afterwards, he says ll®2 well, we've 
still a interferr ing with the Senate select committee which is a congressional 
investigation so ,ve may be able to justify that but I thought it was a mistake 
but maybe it's pride of authorship that drew me out that way. 
Once more in the course of offering his amendment, which Railsback got around 
to them, we get mvay - to get away from the policy objection, we mentioned 
before , Railsback spelled out again that we don't believe in imputed criminal 
liability and I think that's pretty important to say that one more time. So 
that was the encl of that. That pnss~d pretty nicely and we had it all cleaned 
up. 
I c.lid go up there and tell Mr. Rodino about the time Cohen started on two 
Zmd before I l ooked at my notes that I wasn't ready to go on three. Sub-
paragraph bvo was Cohen's assignment and he was rearing to go, that was a 
p r etty simple one, and he went and then we went into the perfecting-A°1endment 
~ und then we got back to this thing - the perfecting amendments and IW.lsback 
j,~ aml then it was lunchtime and I was glad that I liidn't have to get in'to mine 
V' 1 • I until ,ve got buck from lw1ch so while I was gone to lunch I got the staff 
~ V _. man to go put all my stuff together so by the time they got to me I thought 




Nmv before we went to lunch - the last thing befoe we went to lunch I went 
clown a11cl iul.d l'lowers I thousrht we had made our point and we were ready to 
were getting our things - we had 
"ere was substantial facts behind 
even in five minutes and we ought 
tu sett~ Lliat":- Well, then we went to lunch. I went with some newspeople. 
J\ml Jimmy Butler still tl-Ere and getting a big kick out of it. We went to 
the l'lacHunalcl's down the road - that's a sgrry place to eat, if you ever 
:_i;et ;:i cfiance in Wx.si.N Washington, that Mac onald's up on Pa. Ave. And got 
bu.cl'- a11cl found Steve Sharks - and I couldn.,it find Flowers - I went on the 
radio - somcbocly asked me - aw, it's all over with, we're ready and we're 
.L1i.ttlcd fur bear but I don't b~ieve we are ever going to put this thing 
over . l;J 
Then we had a republican caucus lined up there right after lunch - and I went 
there first - I mean, I came by the committee and couldn't find anybody and so 
1 went up to the republican caucus and McClory had told me I guess withcut 
,rnybucly there but I taJJ<ed with them. Wasn't anybody there but Hutchinson 
,rnll Wig:_i; iI1s and they were just talking about it and I said well I want to 
go ]Jack ancl u.re ya' 11 reacly to vote on this article or do we need to have 
,rny more talk or motions to strike and they were satisfied - no there isn' 
any point to clo it - and I was surprised to hear Ed Hutchinson say even that 
:i.t lool'-s tu me like it's fatally defective pleading and that's what Wiggins 
suj_cl , yeah , it's got to be. And then it just disturbecl me a little bit that 
here was two people that I respected a great deal stiJ.l talking in terms 
,if the legal sufficiency of a pleading that - for which there is no court 
uf appeals and it's legally sufficient i f the senate says it is and it's 
legu.lly insufficient if the sena te says i t isn't. And so that what's we 
got off . 
back dmvnstairs and started looking 
Li.ml liirn but everybody I talked t o they were 
aml relaxed ancl by gosh, about the time that 
up Ji.is guvcl , l'lowers came over and it wopld 
for Flowers hnd still coulc.1n't 
ready to quit so I sat down 
the chairman came and picked 
rid nu l"es tll a siue and go on wit) · ike 
tiii,J.;:Q :b•zen~y 
llu L I \ •JdS surprisec an got to thumbing through my notes and got a little 
lJj_t p.u1j_t·y but l startecl r eading in mn my notes when my tfa1e cu111c and it 
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tuuk his 5 minutes. You s ee her eTs the way it works. The motion was that we 
\voulu. have 20 mi nutes of debate - 10 minutes to a side rue dividing between 
fur ~mu against and since Flowers had made the motion he immediately - he 
wi..ls fir s t recognized and he gave me 5 minutes and then I took my own 5 minutes. 
nu t h.it took care of the motion t o strike. I have - most of my time wa s 
gone - s omehow I dunTt remember how Hogan got in there but I think I got most 
of the time t o .irgue but I was way behind - I read all of this stuff and 
u.nd I ·us t didnTt get into it real oo and hope Td, 
ave prepared the ar to try 
tu include lQ every single argument a we ad on this particular paragraph 
but I clid.n T t - I just finally announced that I1 d plenty left - plenty of 
nntcrial left. And that was the way - that was k inda the style we wound 
up with be fore the day was over on all of these things. There were 11 
votes for the motion to >}trike and 25 a gainst which means a pretty :sWQX± 
subscribed little shrink.and of course thatTs the test. Throughout the 
rest of the .if ternoon we IDt went through all of these things and that wa s 
the test of whatT weTd done about the whole picture and then we completed 
i..ill of t hat cluring the rest of the afternoon aid my notes indicate that 
\ve sk i pped some of them but most of them we got ou:t!selves involved in -
i.ill nine of them and it was about 7 - I put that time JUIE exactly when 
\ve got through - and voted on all of them - the votes remained pretty much 
t he s u.llle . We l os t a couple of number 9 which we will recall was the 
cl emency one t hat was added at the last minute. 
\ve l os t two republicans on number 9 that we had had before - Mcclory and 
- well, I donrt know - but the vote was 18lN on that was 15 against and 23 
£or - the motion t o strjj<: e article 9 - that doesn 1 t sound right - it must 
have been 22 but anyway we lost a couple of them. 
Pugc 9. 8 
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,...1-~J\ nd that wa.s the clemency question·· - you remember that, we were always 
r::;;·_-:. - 'J.i.sturbccl a.bout that and it was kinda put in as an accomodation to the 
,,,........, - whoever Jim Mann was dealing with at the other end of his line - so 
it c.l iclnrt fly as firmly as the others, if I remember correctly. I was 
gcttin~ tired so my notes are uat q£CessariJ l' reJ i ab 
\vhcn it wa s all over, Walter Flowers was allowed 5 minutes to speak to the 
111a.ttcr a.nd I thought it was very maying. We had nothing to gain anci what 
I 111ust do, I must do, sort of thing but it was almost elequent but the 
pa.rt of it that we were coming aware of or (werre becoming aware of) that 
he said tha.t he developed a litt] e affecti oo for tbe ..Q.ress during the course 
of these proceedings. I think we all admitted that now. But it was very 
~ ~ ouching and a quick statement by Fish, that he had decided he would have 
 t o vote for article I and then the moment of truth. 
rf±
/~,..-This is Saturclay night as we vote on Article I. I was never more moved 
_,.,,,... by a.ny experience that I've had - I'm quite sure that if I hadnrt been 
in public view that I would cried or shed a few tears or something of that 
. 1 , JJuturc because it certainly was - .tt' s j_ust an awful thing that we h_ad 
~







up when i:txwasxailx0x0x the voting was over and aski.JQg everybody questions 
about how cloes it feel and so forth and almost to a man, certainly, I, 
111y immediate response was - well, you know, not to discuss it now. 
The dra.ma of the vote was observed by I suspect a great deal of the nation. 
l~vcryLoJy wa.s visably moved by it. There we:r;-e no loud voices - no loud 
votes - no way t o cast your vote quietly in an atmosphere as quiet as that 
but certainly the c.leA!cibel count was pretty low. My feeling as I cast the 
vote was asz~EX¥,REf~izasxix~e ab out as prayerful as I've ever been in any 
vuUng situation. I fervently BElJaRzamaz~Ea~ hoped and prayed that what I 
wus Joi11g was the right thing . I had mac.le up my mind. The ingratitude of 
wliut I \v.ls doing to the President of the United States was constantly before 
me und the feeling that we were being tested in every sense of the word was 
1n·escnt in my consciousness and after I cast the vote, there just wasn't 
a.ny wa.y to describe how I felt at the tin1e except just a complete - a 
complete abdication of any kind of - a complete drain or abdication, I guess, 
is as good a word as any, of de s ire to do anything except just get out of 
there a.nd - just get out of there - and that was what I did as quickly as 
possible. Jimmy was still with me. I guess the first thing I did was 
cull my wife. She was at home. We were invited to a party which we had 
.Looked forward to and she was t~re and I hated to bring her away but I 
just - I don't know - I just felt like I just had to talk to somebody close 
to me su I called. Was cheered up by the fact at the people at the 
part we · e about it and prett mu h nd 1 ad one 
uJJJ were complimentary o my remar s, my conduct in proceedings-;and 
that \vu. s encouraging. And I jus t said, well, it's done and she said, well, 
the suLsti.lnCC uf whu.t she had t o say was - don't worry ah nut it ,you I ......, 
whi.lt you thought Wu.S ri rht d T t ' the right thin 
i.111 so guess I was pretty well comforted by that. And just -
nnc of the reporters had followed me up here to the office and I still 
declined t o comment on it and he was kind enough not to push me any 
further. But that - my feeling was that if this event doesn't speak for 
Jtscl[ ti1erc's nothing I can say about it and I donrt have any problem -
this is a week later - almost a week later - 0.EwxiMzro:;ixfll!0lings putting 
d1 ,w 11 my feelings i.lbout - writing down ~ z:f011l:i~sx0x0xzx0w what my feelings 
even now - this i s 0,6,Vivid as anything axxa~:t Irve ever done in my life _- _ 
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is thut - that awful lones ome f eeling as the vote came to me and I know I 
~ 
\vus going t o huve to vote and I knew how I was go ing to vote and I knew 
the implications of it for the country and this absolute feeling of sadness 
.J.buut the whole thing - that we 've come t o this but - and that's about it -
-~ , just u total feeling of sadnes s for the country and with all due respect 
~
to those who think that there \vere those of our colleagues that were happy 
with it, I donrt think so. M~tatement earlier that t 
t,.r'j oy in it for me was never true and wa::six I walked out with Jimmy and sort k ~ of fell into step with kxm Ray Thornton and I mentioned that we were going 
,fl--': to be on Face the Nation the next day and so forth and he said yeah, and I 
-~..J. said. well, I don rt see h ow we can get prepared for it and he said yeah and 
~Y, then he s t opped me - and he really didn't need to say it - I have a great 
d;~ucal of respect fo r him, like him, but he said I want you to know that 
.:/}IA. there eren't n · ·ons in m vote was 
~ lJ · · · untr . And I had to reassure him that th.ere wasn't any 
l[Llestion in my mind. That was the feeling for everybody that had voted 
,1 J-" fur it und I didn rt feel like even his vote was partisanly motivated and 
::,u. ~ l wus ,ugain , I was roud of the people that I had been with us i he 
'rugiJ .c cowl n:p an _Qu;,..te sure I wo n ave a the courage to do what 
1 
ultimately I did had I not been reassured that those seven of us with 
stantia y i s - wi ac grounds - identical 
buclq..,rrounds in sense that I suspec e at our social and economic and 
political a ssociations were pretty much the same in our communities and we 
hucl u lot in common from any area and I was comforted again I thou~t by 
the I was as sociated with some rett ood eo le in 
wfiut we did und that was about it. To un erstan my thought - and -
oved. !Jy ,vhat he said and the way he said it and I thought he had 
would say that he was~~ as close to tears as I felt myself. 
11 ~':, v-.:(~ Those that voted against it were o~viously in better spirits - were more 
~~L ut peucc with themselves over the vote but they were disturbed.particularly 
j-v has always been distnnbed about this thing because of 
the unfairness of it as he views it and I was interested in watching that 
- wutching his reaction throughout the thing and as he got more and more 
Llistur!Jec.1 it was - JI!,,' beart really went out to him cause I could see th<;1t 
~ 
-
it w.is te.ir :i.11 r h im u o s c than those of us who w an '1.lished. over the vot 
lie wus an ish what was bein do . And that's about al I remember 
uf tha.t evening. I remember wa king down the hall with Wiley Mayne and 
11:i.s wife going !Jack to the elevator - no that's not true - no that's true -
but I un the elevator different ways - k let me think that one through now -
yes , thG.t's right, I walked with j_viley Mayne, that's right, Wiley Mayne 
G.1 d 1. s - nd he told me he said, you did od . ob. And I ~RimemER~ really, 
looking !Jack on it, n' th i iqk I was ver cordial to them cause I was 
kinda choked u the circumstances bu had been 
:t1 much. As a lawyer, he's a good lawyer, he 
Llccice was appropria te or him and when a man for whom you have 
thut much convidence comes out the other way why, it shakes your confidence 
a little Lit so I really left there with - the thought was on the elevator -
aml. then my conversation with him -followed and then when,we walked a distance 
mvuy aml then I went back t o the office and called my wife and so forth. 
Su111e of the staff was still here - Gail Goodson my press aide came back 
tu get things set up for the next day on Face the Nation and she'd been 
so enthusiastic a!Jout it, why having agreed to a little television 
i11terview the next morning with my local television station, so she was 
thc1'c getting that all up - I couldn't see there was any kind of euphoria 
anywhere a r ound after th is vote with anybody I had contact with. 
Su i_ I.' w.:is 10 o r clock I h'l.lcss Lefore we got home and settled down for the 
,d ght. No, it \vusn rt quite thut late because Jimmy and I c.1ic.1n rt go home 
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also 
~ 
I also - just/have t o point out 
the mail that I hadnTt signed for 
t\"41.L.days and it f illed up two brief cases - and I donTt exagerate, with 
letters t o be signed and I took that home with me and never got around t o 
1,.~!J. signing it until Sunday night and so that I s just a little aside to indicate 
~hat life goes on . 
' c.r--,__ llut \\lhen I got h ome , Jimmy wanted to sit down and taJk and I wanted to sit 
~ ~J clmm and talk so we chatted for a little while and I felt better about it 
~':" as I thought about it. But -it was an awful thing - it was an awful experience 
~_:'1'~ to go through and I contrast my experience that time and I 1 m jumpin~ a little 
l~::"')r bit with my feeling about the vote after the end of the second article. 
~ 
Tlia t was almost as routine as any vote we take every time and when we got 
tt0he tbird. fourth and fifth offerings, why the drama was out, it was n, clrained dry. And that was about the end of my evening. 
~~/ S~d this was the_first Sarurday evening I had spent in Washirw;ton 9'" ~: D. C. s ince I had. beena member of Congress that I recall and I had accepted 
~1t. an iHvitation to be on Face the Nation because I thought we would possibly 
~ t...,... . _ be c1.row1d here on Sunday and I was really made causel.. we could have probably 
fl':;' / mad.e it home on Saturday but dear old Dad decided toetay for Face the 
~ NcJ.tion and the televisions. interviews I mentioned. I think I've talked 
il l.iuut this a little b;i.t before but P 11 just mention that my feeling pretty 
much ilS I came d.own to the office at 10 oTclock. Got Jimmy out o f bed 
cJ.nd cuoJ,ed him some ancakes and he ate th . He's has a good app~tite 
and I e t · <e eating a ew pane little bacon and had a good 
lirew<fas t - g UQ.d full brea.Mfast - cause I didnft when we have another 
chance to eat another meal so then we headed back down town - and you 
know I never read the Washington Post that Sunday - all day - as far as 
1 Cilll remember. I donTt remember buying and ITve bought it every other 
Sunday. 
1 ~ ),J Oh, here I s anuther aside I want to tell you about before I forget it and 
~JLW---this c.1 El.iLle should. be dated today - Thursday, August 1. We are new in 
,,vJb .... //;iur ne:i ghLurhoocl - we a rc renting this place - but 11 ve been thereso 
~ 
little ilnd. my wife has been there so little, we donft even know the :i;:>aJ?er 
:(.._ f' ~ r ve only had one experience with him because I pay by check but I 
f!..J- spuJ, c to him th<1t one time. But the day that my picture was in the paper 
11 un the front page of the Washington Post - somebody left two papers on 
~ 
:kJu~xMRxk my f r ont porch which I thought was nice and a couple of times 
C,,t'V~l fuund myself with two papers when I was a little bit prominent in the 
?21 ~
~ 11cws .:md :tku then one day - the day when my wife was still here - so that 
r_,,,,,_;:,,,-r, \\l oLtld ]Jc 'rid.a mor · (T a pencilled not - 11 et Nixon Good - roo1' 11 
~ 
· , \/hilt h · ·· - in enei in a of a scr - I wo d have judged fr om 
ny O\ ch· d.re I s h.:i.nchJriting an experience that this boy must be 14- ~ears 
1/ , :_A,. c~ and th~t Ts the message was ge ting_ to my neighbors. Ididn t even 
..fL ~ l, 1:uw my JH?ighbor~ really k new who I was - what my job was - ,bu! this ho.y 
~ 
clul so th~ morning, August 1st, I woke up early. I used to live downtown 
:UJ ill! c.1pu.rtmcnt but i t was right over the metro and all that construction 
illlll they s t art uut there waking me up every morning and I was looking for 
. l ] .. Leger qu.:irters so in hope that my wife and some of my children could 
~
M cun1e up here i'o'.I:' the next year and I finally found this nice little two 
bellroom house out in McClain, Virginia ]mt the damn thing about is the 
.J v ~ l J_ irt.l.s cJ.rc \\lurse thu.n the metro at 5 :pg o T clock in the morn fog so I s.±-ill 
~ \~up cJ.t (1 ur 5 anc!, that Ts wbr1t ha,ppc.med tbfa 1+1u;i;1~n fact I woke 
lll ' ]Je l"ure the p<1per boy gut there so I went out, I heard. the pilJ:.ler drop 
, ~ 11 the front porch when I was up cooking breakfast so I went out and spoke 
V t.:u Uu~ buy m1cl :tJUUkx thcJ.nked h im for the messa ges and the extril pupers 
anti Ju ~ s<1ys <1\\1, that~alr.J!gb.4-, we j11st w.::w:t _ _you to cook '!=12.~~ok - that 
-
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\vG.s his slogan but I think I - it I s interesting to me IDQ}(I a stranger 
in this ncighborhood but I , inthe course of a weekend, I had to borrow, 
,vcll, hell , I might as well tell the truth , I have an electric lawn Nmt~ 
with a J cmg- power line on it which J cut with rev1J arit:y ip the mower 
~: : ~~;}11ore patches than a Ron Ziegler story and - 1ne., be ~e 1 d bett"e-r 
{,.,..~ c.:o:; J? ;lies than John Dliiliil.~f s story· - but in any event, I had to 
,,,.--- 1Jorrow some friction tape so I just kinda knocked on the door or what of 
/;~ my neighbors wh om I had only kinda waved to on previous occasions and 
~"';/ borrowed some friction tape to repair my first error of the day, this was 
·~ r Sun clay af tcrnoon after I had put Jfuuny on the bus and gone back home, 
~./" ,md signed my mail and this s eech was 
~~II ve been a republican a m life - voted for N · on four times - but I 
~/ ~un I t ta ,e 1t au)rru □:c.!:'._ an the next - later on that day, I had to take some 
trush out to leG.ve it for the gargage man and another one of my neighbors 
c.lrovc up whom I had never even been privileged to meet - she came over 
G.nd introduced herself and said that she thoug_ht my speech was - ~pressive 
,vas the \vurd she used - but I said well, I hope it doesn't hurt your feelings. 
She said quite the contrary . Now th~ is an area and I would say that the 
lwmcs urc \vhi.lt would be tradtional republican middle class homes and I 
~ .______ 
( 
(J_ ...... w-j 
\vould G.lJnost say to a man - in my eye - the way I would read it out there 
- totul approval of what I had t o say and do - now this is a sampling of 
only a few people but it's - I think it's a legitimate sampling, they 
well educated people, have good j obs - state departeatr:tI - one of them 
:i.s s ta tc deparbnent ODE of them is interior - but they are career, 
:intelligent en r ineering and professional e are down on the 
.,,.,,,.., r nn ,, .,.....:i ➔ ·l,n mn ,.,.., ; n ;+ - ,.,ol l T ,,,,,<' comforted by that. 
, tlln1.or-ceu -cna-c mayue J. was on -cne rign-c -crac -the 
1, "t"'r"lr'\"r\ ,...,. +,ri ., ~,,, '"lmrYv, ,, l ;+,1 n-F +-ha president is the 
w else . Well, that 
The neighbors in Roanoke - of course, my £:i.xmwx friends have been very 
nice to 1m1 wif-e-and macle a point to callher up but we al.§;o received several 
bu.ti 1•;1] ls und I think I've already mentioned this which we went to an -
w1l:i.stcll Rhone munber but in fajrness however , I've got to say that my 
\v .Lfe wuul have liked to have done this a long time ago and so that was 
u11 excuse thG.t I think maybe she was pleased to have. Because they do call 
y ou on S1mday G.nd things like that and I consider it my job but it is 
i..l.ll inconvenience for the rest of the family and we'll have to improve on 
}QM other ways to get the word on the wekkend . That's for Saturday and 
Sw ulay . 
\faync , I f eel like I ramble a little bit but it's easier to cut than it 
is to pad it so we'll just do what we're talking about i. · Now I'm getting 
together some other information on our d!rafting of Article II - I now find 
that while I was huving such a good time appearing on national television 
uml eutting the grass and sorting the mail and everything on Sunday, that 
,J:irn Munn und the staff were back there still trying to hone on Article II. 
Nuw there's a comment by Moony that we don 't want to lose and the reason 
T'm mentioning it nmv is the Duz may have cut it out to the effeet that 
Rud:i)l(, s11spects that Hogan was - well, I want to that earlier that McClory 
hull c..:umc by to · see me during the course of the earlier debate on ~I 
...iml askctl me if I \vantetl to introduce Article II as the Butler substitute 
iJll the G.lmse of p ower. I declined at the tjme. And I guess because I 
.i · - tl 1' t hav h confidence - wa9"1't:oo sure where Bob McClory Wi.lS 
:..1, u:i.J1g to come out ancl we wercn t t 1at far along in the drafting G.nd I 
lictd11 1 t felt like I was thut deeply involved in the drafting thatI wanted 
t,, be in i.1 position to dc fcnd it publicly - of course, I was with it i.11.l 
t·lie wa y hut T \'JiJ' ' D I t sm~T could s um non to my consciousness the cv:i.dcnce 
..i .. l ...... . , ._.., ,. , 1 - 1 • . • ..f- ,- , I l .~l 1 . · '- - ~ · - - .i ____ _ ,. " _ . - ~ - 1 • , 
~ 
ml then I think they hacJ. Hogan pretty well :imm lined up after I had turned 
them uown. I don 1 t think they offered it to Cohen and I think Railsback had 
turned. it cJ.own but in any ie:f event - but maybe not because Rails was hoping 
that McClory woLLl<l introduce it. When they foW1d out McClory was going to 
i--,---tput in article III why the democrats Rlml abandoned him and 1\,ticle II, they 
just cJ.idn 1 t want him in two of them and that was tbe R reasons he was scouting 
l.lround to getl.l republican to do article II. And Hogan was lined up but the 
skuttlebut now is that chairman Rodino was Emix worried about giving hfu 
s;-much publicity in his campaign for Governor of Mar land inst the _,,,,...-
<l<:;IJ. ...... ""-"J...1..J~ ta ave reprocus ions within e party 
,md so for that reoson tbey selected Bill Hungate who didn I t do a bad job 
llt all - they select him to carry the so-called Mltj HW1gate substitute -for i\rticle II ,.md that was the job he acce ted and he did a fine ·ob. 
l3ut that 1 s an int si e ig on w y - interesting to me why Hogan 
~ t"' \ BJ.~h::,+- -inl, J 
f~w this is .,_,,,m Monday and as well as I remember, we convened at 10:30 
l.ln<l we had a general debate on this HW1gate substitute for Article II 
which cJ.ealt with the abuse of power. I thought a pretty dignified and I've 
t 
-
given you ~ b~ny view of this agency thing - and with his knowledge 
a11cJ. his cJ.irection except that I think that it was significant - very 
sl rnificant that we had the ratification thin - czE1ia.xs2zxlmzaisczN.s:s2E:ax 
0:fz:tliizR~R sx0 z 0N ~XIllEENiNgx I thought the argument was pretty dignified 
aml I mentioned that before . We started I think at 10:30 and came back after 
lunch ancJ. I wasn't p:i;-etty deeply involved in that. Wiggins - no NI came 
1J c1ck rl:t:rx.i.x after lW1ch and Jim Mann wanted to know how I felt about non -
compliance as a separate article III and would whether I was going to vote 
it and you know I had been asked that question on Face the Nation and I took 
the pusition that it woulcl be i~1 effect - you know - impeaching a man for 
not cooperating in bis own impeachment ~ - .... 
Page 1 7/29/74 The thirld voice will be Nora efllf?o/ of New York Magazine. 
Nora is not here after all so there will only be two voices 
as usual on this tape. 
:EW We talked briefly on Sat. and that was primarily tracing the debate itself 
and what you felt was impressive during the debate and so forth and I was 
hoping that we would while its still fresh get more detailed recollections 








that - bipartisan group - that drafted some of the crucial language - maybe 
we can talk about any feelings you may have on just how crucial that drafting 
was - the back and forth with the liberal democrat group and so on - any 
sense of mood you can give xmb<s~x of the meetings that went on - any vivid 
quotes that you recall •.. 
Really, I just - you know, stopped taking notes mn those meetings cause~ 
thought it was kinda, you know, bad taste, ,really in the sense that we were 
- so I took these drafts and I made notes on them as we went. 
Well, can you recall any of the quotes - I donrt 
Rodino, during the course of our deliberations - and I believe this was 
probably Friday, Rodino said the rules of evidence - made a big statement 
about the rules of evidence do not apply and we can get the sabstance 
of what he said. It interesting that Hutchinson said somewhere along 
the line - the House of Representatives has got to draft Articles which 
meet the legal tests - and so he was saying in effect - that hers commonly ;> 
pleading that evening with Cohen, Railsback, Frolich, Mann and Flowers and 
Jimmy Butler incidentally, and we were joined by Hogan, Moony of the Staff 
and Frank Poke of the staff. This was pretty much a drafting session, you 
recall, we were et · eded on the s ecificity question and Cohen ~ 
was trying o · · · o e incorpat' ated 
b ence in the sub-para He was there to get Frolic s vote -
I a s w y we were accomodating to Frolich because he was complaining. 
I cautioned against this and talked about, you know, getting too specific -
with worry - generally we agreed after the discussion that we should in 
effect stonewall it. CW-somebody used that phrase) I used it. I think we 
kicked it around but that was essentially what we decided ~o do. Not try 
to get too s ecific and there was a sense of panic in the meeting thaf 
wha an eman was doing to us, you know. 
~ur 
Sandeman was the on.k who was sort of bullying after everybody ~being 
specific - did someone express the feeling the TV audience is going to 
think werre lynching the president or -
Well, yeah, you know, I think Walter Flowers either mentioned it - he 
says Sandeman is the biggest MRE hero in his district ri ht now and which 
l<in a s o~ Js np a itt e i . ut, we i n want to panic mm an --2!.1 
real fond of Al FroJjoh but I wasu 1 t preparQd to jeopardize our articles 
to get iu.s vote. 
Why did you think it would jeopardize the articles ... 
Well, when you get too specific then you limit yourself to what you can 
prove and you may over look something and itrs just bad pleading when you 
think about it, you just don 1 t do it that way. Well, itrs bad pieading 
because you plea in theory to an issue and if you - if the responsive 
pleadings are - you can 1 t go outside the initial pleasjngs without amending 
the initial pl§_aaings and in this particular situation you see i~ would-
me.a..,n coming back tot:he Hou~ approve it so you have to ~e real careful 
that you got it in there so you want to be as broad and gen~ 
possibly ean- ~hat stage of ~at least that was my view of it and 
I stick with that. And the same way about everything else and once you 
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B get into litigation, you exchange inf0Br1111ation back and forth./It doesn 1 t 
make a fatally defective pleading and it doesn 1 t limit your proof. So 







I cautioned against this and we kicked it around and played with the draft 
and I 1ll just have to go into that in more detail cause I don 1 t seem to ) 
have that one in front of me. But that 1 s the meeting we remembered. Jim 
Mann came in there and he had several drafts and we were also talking a 
little bit about article II there but we pretty well worked over Article 
I and decided we didn 1 t want to try to do anythifig about-..i:t._ 
Didn 1 t want to try to change it ... 
Didn 1 t want to try too much - now, the question that had always come up 
iE this question of ~Ei:il&'.~ a policy and that point has been made and 
ilsback had a suggestion then which we all agreed to. Pull out the 
ord policy and describe it as a course of conduct which I think strengthens 
greatly our position and at the appropriate time he did offer that amendment 
which, otherwise you see, xkR~R they were arguing and I think rightly we 
would have had to prove that the president affirmatively adopted a policy. 
We took out that word policy and put in there course of ~JqRNX conduct. 
Then Jim Mann had to take that message back - when we got back - he had to 
ake that message back across the room to the other side - to the 
democrats that we wEEe working through - Sarbanes friends - and 
How did that work - what waZ:::tructure ... 
Well, Jim Mann and Frank Poke were doing most of it but there wasn 1 t any 
secrecy about who was xak:iN talking for ~l:!__om~ h..:_, was just kinda the guy 
that supplied the energy to do it. - --
I meant physically, where was all this taking place? 
Well, I don 1 t know where they were meeting to tell you the truth. Somewhere 
over there (W-you said across the room, I didn 1 t know) No, well, I meant 
across the theoretical room. 
It was the next morning before we really got that thing back. They came 
back with the suggestion - you see John Doar was putting his mouth in it -
and Jim Mann was carrying it to John Doar and carrying it to these people r,: and they were meeting together and coming back with our suggestions and course of conduct for policy was good. Then Albert Jenner let it be known • • itl 11 • 
~
' through these people that he thought that it ought to be plan:aea in course 
of conduct. The word plan meant a lot b se the resident was kicking 
~
the word plan a - you now - all the time in his conversations - preserve 
,the plann - and then we decided it would be better, no body had any strong n feeling about it, and this was just a floor conversation between Frank Poke 
and Jim Mann and myself as well as I remember it - how do you feel about Plan. 
And I said that 1 s fine and then we thought about that for a minute and then 
we decided it was better to say co an after course of 
conduct so it w se o conduct or plan_and that 1 s the history oft a. 
fi:'was SafQrday morning when we finally got hhat concluded and then it was 
rewritten and Railsback put it in. 
Now coming back to Friday night again, after supper, I mean that was one 
of the things we discussed. The other thing I think we discussed basically 
was re-rework those and try to get Hogan and Frolich involved in it and I 
don 1 t remember any other real questions but I think we pretty well resolved 
ourselves at that moment that we would not get too upset about - not try 
to give in too much and just see what happened and we talked in terms of 
responding to the motinn to strike and giving ourselves a chance to get 
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B organized ahead of time. We got back and we had a little comment - somebody 
I have here said, well, they were worried about the image that tv was creating 
for the committee. I had a note here when we got back that Jenner - we called 
on the counsel to give us their opinion, did they think it was legally 
sufficient, the pleading itself - and Doar and Jenner both said yes. They 
insisted that the arguement was not faulty and Jenner made another point 
he said, you__JllQrry about~.mgt.tlation from aver specificity, which, he 
~s a way of timing, I thought it was an excellent way to put it - strangulation 
/ ___J___ rom over specificity - was a risk and I think that shored us up. I think 
it shored us up another NXX way - was Sandeman - you know, we were going under 
,,~ the 5 min. rule - and Sandeman and -:---=- had their day before dinner, 
1/(J) so when we came back a ter dinner, we were in a different position. They 
~
idn 1 t have the time to raise all th d we were tll§_~ne lesson, 
go on te evisi ive the other side - let them go first 







lessons I ' 
Has someone gotten,any of the members of the drafting group here gotten 
some feedback from home that - on how this thing looked on tv - or was this 
just a gut feeling among Flowers and others perhaps that Sandeman was making 
points on tv ... 
That was just a feeling - flowers, I think had gotten some feeling. I knew 
I didn't nead to look. I knew that was comfort - there's a group of people 
that I knew would be comforted by that line. -
You felt also that there needed to be some more pinpointing of the evidence 
And another phenomonon that was developing at that time and that was this ... 
and this took place on Friday evening - we kept everybody in ta(#f alt? ~uring 
the early debates, down through and including my classic phraseoJ.ogy :J all 
those things, you know, we kept everybody and the image of the committee was 
high. Well, Friday was kinda a black feeling. We got back there EUJd ,Jerry. 
W€1ldie was making a fable out of this thing and you know, in a long extended 
story and everybody was giving him time .::: 
And it was not good I guess because it kept - it was interrupted by the nature 
of things - (B-that 1 s right) 
And it was lacking - I just think it hurt the dignity of the occassion. 
Sandeman was doing the same thing. And so we worried a little bit about that 
and I worried too. 
Worried about how the committee was looking in the eyes of the cmm 
Right, right. So (W-do you remember any of the ways anybody expressed this in 
the course, any of the language they used in expressing this feeling, how did 
you express it to the other side - what did Railsback say, Flowers) You know 
I just remember, just before we broke for dinner, several of the newsmen an 
ou got to get the flavor of this - this is the darndest experience for me 
you know, when they pull the finger out of the dike and the gavel drops and 
the meeting is recessed and the newsmen just descend on you and they are there 
when you first get there. Well, right after - I guess 5 or 6 of them 
collected in front of me, we 1 re on the front row, and they said - asked me 
how I felt about specificity and I said, well, gosh, it 1 s clear we don't 
need it and Jenner 1 s right and historically this, this is the way it should 
be done and the precidents don 1 t maxteEx~eea"JaSextkex (ban us or balance) 
because the rules have been changed - that general line and they said, well, 
-~:s _not coming over that way and I sau remember Henry Hubbar~ I believ; 
-J l vtflufti{ ~i- l= 1~ vv\, ~ __, 1r>p-~ 7~,. ~ ?J!t;fJI _: 
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B it was, telling me that, right then or maybe it was - yeah, I believe ie was 
he - cau there were several of them around there but tb-at was what he 
sa.i..g - it 1 s not coming ha:'1:way ~or the American people and all the news-
men nodded their heads. Well, you know, you take that with a grain of salt 
cause they want to - they 1 re about as ob·e · s a executioner - and so 
Thut, I did thl<e that in kept that in mind. 
pi-, We also had another little exchange there - when Rodino - first time I 1 ve 
~~ ~2rli~ seen him get really upset - somebody had made a suggestion, I 1 m 
~~not sure exactly what he was referring to - probably Sandeman - about 
,.// what the ruling of the Senate might be or the Chair or something - and 
v), \J'l'ii"-Rodino interrupted and said nobody can speak for the committee ~s to what 
iJO t.be law is and so forth and Wiggins didnt t realize is microphone was. on -
have Itold you this (nQ) - and he said including the chairman. And the 
chairman just stopped, you know, and you could see he was really getting 
r~dy to let him hav~it but then he just went on and said we 1ve got to 
,/'_/8-intain decorum here but I think it 1 s one of those instances in which 
Vtv probably saved r from a ton h"n or an exchange that 
w 
B 
woul not have contributed tote dignity of the committee. 
Wiggins pushed his point again about policy - no concensus in the committee 
as to when policy was developed and then he raised the second question about 
- he was insisting that investigating officers - and this must be in the 
course of their investigation - and he referred to a recent easer~~ Jud~e 
G~ll, in other words, we 1 re saying that the ~~RRDIRN.i: Bf~~~ntnca§ec~~ae 
false statement to the investigating officer. Wiggins is insisting that 
we ought to say that it was in the course of their investigation and we 
ought to be prepared to prove that and of course, that 1 s a little bit 
doubtful. Everybody when they talk to the president must be there for 
something official. It 1 s part of the same old pattern of trying to 
get more specific than we are. And that 1 s where we were. 
That carries us through Friday evening. 
Can you remember anything that was said about Sandeman - direct quotes -
about the tactic - the Sandeman tactic in the meeting among the group that 
was - you said you felt kinda sense of panic -
It passed. The point is - it passed. After dinner when Sandeman didn 1 t get 
as much time and we talked this thing go and then we had the vote on the 
motion to strike the first sub-paragraph. That took place on Friday eveming. 
No, I know what you are searching for - the evidence - No, I think that 1 s 
it, I can 1 t recall any specifics but I do recall Jenner 1 s. I called my 
wife somewhere during that time and she XRXNX seemed to think that Sandeman 
snot caning over that well, that he was really kinda undignified or oaf 
or something or that wort - that 1 s not a very good word but thug from New 
Jersey was kinda of the f in reaction she was getf:tn from all of it 
I e that they were continuously' repeating t e same thing and they weren 1 t 
getting anywhere and they had their day and they blew it and so that 1 s 
where we are. 
Now Saturday morning, I don 1 t know. Now that 1 s the last time I took any 
notes wasn 1 t it - cause ix.kax2 this morning I have a new book now. 
Pag~ 1 7/30/74 Taping on the mormmng of July 30th - facing the vote on 
article II and before you get to specifics if you would like 
to talk a little about the difference - what I thought was the 
difference in mood on the committee afhflr the vote on Saturday 




to me there was more solomnity and more - yesterday it seemed 
to me more sort of itrs over, in effect, and then the hardest 
part is overand now it 1 s nailing in further nails - and 
what 1 s your feeling. 
I think thatrs true, I mean, well, go to the roll call itself, why the 
and there are two roll call votes/Bn ~gHfiSfilne of these things but the first 
one that really has the drama if there is any - not the second and thatrs 
when ~EXOO you move to substitute - in this instance the Hungate substitute -
but hhere was just that - pretty routine attitude about the whole roll call 
and neither Henry Smith sort of moment of levity when he stumbled a little 
bit and things like that - the voices were louder and stronger, no really 
over riding feeling of humility or anything in the voting. It was apparent 
to me in the voting that the issue had been drawn the day before and that 
this was sort of a mopping up operation and that was the feelingof the 
committee. We picked up one£ vote - Mcclory - the only real drama -
a moment of doubt - was there was a while we thought Wiley Mayne of Iowa 
would go along with it too becaue he had expressed such strong feeling 
about the ememies list and the IRS and things of that nature 
He said it was a prsstitution of the IRS ... 
Yeah, thatrs right and he also was greatly offended by Judge Burn - the 
attention given Judge Burn. The debate had a routine/~h~tlt it that I felt 
like destroyed its - not destroyed but certainly didnrt lift it to the 
calibre of the opening debate or even the discussion of article I. Everybody 
was just plain tired when we quit and that was the main prevailing emotion 
at the moment. 
I had several good speeches written in my mind as we 
art~ donbt in my QJ;,;rn mi.l:J.cl tbat m~, decision to support fh~impeac1'lment was 
a~nd I also have pretty much come to the conclusion that itrs 
going to be carried fn the House a good deal more substantially than anybody 
presently imagines. I don't have any individual - anything to say about 
that, based on a polling - but just my feeling from the few members of 
Congress that I have talked to raN.EiBgzxhR~eRkRmi on Monday, who, having 
been home for the weekend, come back visibly - not visibly, but clearly 
persuaded that the Judiciary Committee has put on a good shows and I was 
surprised - good show and in the sansse that the people feel that the 
impeachment is indicated. I was surprised - I can 1 t cast all mode,ty 
even in my own memoirs - but I was surprised at the number of people who 
came back from long distances saying how that - my particular comments 
had been persuasive and well received in their districts. Dale Milford 
who is from Texas - Jim Jones who is from Oklahoma - a republican district 
incidentally 81%, hers a democrat but it 1 s an 81% Nixon vote in his district -
Broyhill from N.C. and those are the people I saw - Shuster from Pa., the 
indications are - in the conversations with me - that I and among others -
have struck ax responsive chord in what the American people feel about 
this situation and Irm beginning to get that impression from my mail although 
the party pep~ke are disappointed and many of them strongly so, the prevailing 
sentiment of the mail is clearly moving in the direction of approval of 
what Irve done. And I find that - find that throughout the district and 
throughout the country. Irve been surprised at the volume of mail I 1 ve gotten 
' . 
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B all over the country and of course thatfs 
W Do you save any of that out of state mail 
B I haven 1 t been but I 1 m going to do it now but Ifm going to read it 
I got nice notes from Mcclosky and Don Reagle - who are mavricks - republicans 
of a sort - one Reagle, no longer a republican, but it gives me pause to think 
that my republicans~~~ support is coming from the mavrick wing of the 
party but just the same I appreciated their taking the time to send me a 
note. 
Also one other thing I wanted to mention is I just think itrs entertaining r-
and interesting and I guess you saw it too, just what a big kick the kids 
in the office are having about reading all this mail. Itfs just like a bunch 
of children at a birthday, sitting there opening up the letters and packing 
them up and things. My wife, course, called my attention to it at first, 
she kinda walked in, she 1 s kinda getting in the modd too as she walked there, 
but I just can 1 t - kR it 1 s hard for me to take in - the amount of mail that 
this thing has generated, outside the district. 
W You 1 re getting it by the dozens now. 
B Oh, yeah. I don 1 t know, we 1 ve got to figure out some way to handle it but 
I 1ll cross that bridge when I get to it - I reckon I 1 m to it but I 1ll cross 
it soon. 
last night - lost was the drama but the thing I really wanted 
to mention was that my feeling during the course of the debate that Ifm 
totally satisfied with what I 1 ve done and my position and I can live with 
it and it 1 s not going to bother me. Cam me a cou le of days there where 
it really did concern me but I fRli feel like we 1 re on the rig ack. 
= 
--... 
Oneother thing I noticed - you know you sit there and you wat ch from your 
position as a member of the committee, you can see the audience, and particularly 
the press and the people that are there, but particularly the press is really 
f{ 1'1v-
~I 
not (W-this aud~ence is about 2/3rds press) yeah, it really is, 2/3rds is 
the press, the working press, and that means 2/3rds against the president 
to begin with - but my view of those people - you know I look at them and 
I 1 ve seen them there and they were fresh and enthusiastic when the debate 
started and hanging on every word but all that 1 s gone now - theyfre just 
sitting - they looked just washed out and of course women, you can notice 
that more quickly than the men, but they all just look physically exhausted 
and somewhat bored and I suspect that maybe the American people have had 
just about enough of this. 
And I have that in mind today when we go into Article III or IV or whatever 
the remaining articles that weill be offered - that my own view of it is 
that wefve put the questions squarely before the Senate and the American 
people and I 1 m going to resist any further efforts to embellish the thing. 
he two things that occurred to me most during the debate that I probably 
should have commented on - if I haven 1 t felt that everybody had heard enough -
was one - the overall feeling that the absolute indifference to the 
individual rights, particularly constitutional rights, on the part of 
White House personnel and indeed the President, it 1 s just a convenient 
disregard of these rights and the failure of the President to respond to 
tbem keeps coming back to you in the abuse of power discussion. Righteous 
indignation is one of this great ploys in his public appearances but his 
rivate conversations are just devoid of that and you recognize, for example 
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B the Houston plan - that was set off by the FBI - and therers the Elsberg 
sherade or whatever you want to call it and then that was cut off by the 
mistrial which the Judge declared and the corruption of Judge Burn was cut 
off by Judge Burn and the illegal wiretapping - that was shot down by the 
Watergate itself and every single one of these things that this particular 
section - abuse of power is directed to - :ix itrs clearly apparent that 
the real question, the real thing is the presidents failure to respond 
~ 
and then affirmatively, later, lqlzkixz~0NWste± by his conduct to endorse 
what has gone on. That had particular significance to me in the anendmant 
by Chuck Wiggins, which was extensively debated on the floor, excuse me, 
in the committee, dealing with paragraph 3 - it was poor draftsmanship on 
our part, that we put in there and donrt remember how this slipped into 
that cause I didnrt remember seeing until it was read but it stuck out 
like a sore thumb and other matters. That was the president - as you read 
the rest of that sub-paragraph, your11 see that the president fails to act 
as he should have acted in response to :imcE£ information about the breakin 
and then it says - and other matters. And Wiggins pointed out quite 
properly that this involved - that this was a license to mentim most 
anything. Well, I think specificity has a basis here. Well, we were able 
to clean that up eventually. I was - and the interesting exchange then, 
I want to mention this now because Bob McClory tried in his own artless 
fashion, tried to clear it up, amending it to 11 other unlawful activities. 11 
That was progress of a sort but werd ought to have done was spell out 
specifically the things that we were concerned with there: the breakin, 
the Kleindists and this , that and the other. 
That goes back to the other thing that I mentioned - is the Kleinaists 
and the N±N things that l!he president acted wrongly and Kleindists instead 
of calling him up and saying you clear up that story or quit - he said 
hers a great fella. And thatrs another one of the tings I wanted to mention 
before. 
!m getting away from my thoughts but we 1 ll just have to put this together 
when we type it up. The thing that concerned me there was spelling it out 
specifically. Well, anyway, I immediately started jotting down the things 
I thought ought to be spelled out specifically, Bill Cohen started spelling 
liis out and then I got worried about whether procedurally we wouldnrt be 
letting the boat pass us so I got a ruling from the chair that we 1 d have 
time and then strangely enough, Jim Mann called me up and he had written 
in long hand, his suggestions ::iID<iEJQX along that same line, in other words 
all 3 of us has kinda been working in the same vein - each in his own mind -
we came up with pretty much all of the same thing except the - Mann had 
in his draft tbe Diem paper.B - you know, the forged papers that Howard Hunt 
hact put together and they were in the safe and probably deep sixed or shreaded, 
werre not sure - that particular area of - we decided - John Doar came over 
an~ chatted with us. Bill Cohen went out and got it typed up pat aH of 
·nmere and brou ht it back and we looked at it and I was stallin for7:ime, 
wile we were stalling every ing, in the committee hearing 
then I got a ruli that we could bring it u time 
~~ .. ~+~ ~~ +-'h~+- ~~ .. ~ .. ~ ~~ ~~~~=+ .. ~~.. ax so then we 
Doar involved in it aud frank Poke involved in it and they too 
it and they brought their products in there and then John Doar 
came over there and said he didn 1 t think we could sustain the Diem fact of 
it - so I finally~ said pull it out - but I pointed to page 105 of the 
ranscript where it said, indicates there that the president had seen that 
picture and he said well, that 1 s true but he felt liEk the papers and 
thepicture were not necessarily together at the same time and we couldnrt 
establish that. So Diem came out and that 1 s the way it passed through. 
That 1 s the way that particular amendment developed. 
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B Bill ~~ekz Cohen very kindly put my name onthe amendment but I insisted that 
he go ahead and offer it and he gave me a credit for it in the course of it 
but I was pretty proud that we were able to put that together on that short 
notice cause I think it really improved that particular part of the article 
II. Passed by voice vote. No protest because after all it satisfied the 
requirements of the objectors and it was satisfactory to the chief patron 
r· 2kex0±aRExsmeniamenE and Don Edwards paid me a compliment - said I was one 
V of the best lawyers on the committee - that 1 s high praise from him so I was 
V 
pleased with the way that went - I was real pleased - cause I think we 1 re 
- looking back on it and we 1 ve got - put, together an awfully piece of 
draftsmanship in both article I and II and I think we can take some real 
pride in it. 
r J The other amendment that we got into and this - I got diverted - but this 
ffe is my style, I
1 ve decided, but anyway, we 1 ll just have to put it all togethEr 
later - t dment offered b Wi ins dealing with the question l of - and it was directed both to sub-paragraph one an su - ara -
j 
directed th · · ting personally 
~ and through his subordinates and agents. Wiggins wanted to change that 
~
round to say that Lhe- ·pres-±dent -wa:s-aeting - that the president, personally 
nd acting through his subordinates and agents and through his subordinates 
nd agents acting with his knowledge or w:izk upon his instructions. This 
would have cut the heart out of our ability - of the ability to prove much 
of what 1 s involved - because it would rare said, in my judgement, that - there 
are two conditions before you can prove that the president - prove anything 
and that is number one - that they acted for the president and number two -
that the president knew about it or instructed them. Well, much, because 
of the nature of things is involved in ratification and that 1 s the real 
problem in most all of this - is going to be the real problem in proof -
like John Dean comes in and says we 1 ve been doing this with the IRS for 
years - the argument would have been made under that paragraph in the Senate 
- if they took the Senate amendment that, well, can you prove that the 
president knew that John Dean was doing it before he did it? If the 
resident could have proved that ~Ran whoever is moving it - the presecutor 
would have to prove a good deal more. Now, what, like Dennis, Wiggins, 
who are good lawyers, compromise their intellectual integrity a little bit 
ere, by saying that wasn 1 t their intention at all. And of course you can 
rove ratification. My view of it - and I 1 ll stick to it is - they 1 re saying 
that throw don 1 t make it so and that we would have been in a terrible trap 
if we had let that amendment pass so I was greatl:i:: relieved when .it didn 1 t 
and I think that the romise that C"oben and I made durin th rse 
defeated this one, d cle the 
.'.:-::-~~~~~~~~~~:;,::::~.,,:::;..,~~~~~~..__........._,__~.__.. ......... .....,.--.......... .-...._.~""----=r~ight. 
off on that is we saved the whole article by 
I 1 m concerned because it would have made 
impossible in the Senate. 
W You and Cohen indicated in the course of the debate that you would have ... 
B No, now that was the other amendment that I talked about - that 1 s unrelated. 
W This particular amendment, you felt like Wiggins - if he succeeded - that could 
have raised the difficult charge of proof in the Senate and could have gutted 
the article - is that the size of it? 
B That 1 s about it. It would certainly have put themselves in the position that 
there would be an aWTfiul lot of argument about proceedures that was not necessary, 
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B it should not be necessary in this sort of proceedings. So I thikk that was 
critical in today 1 s debate - the Monday debate - and that 1 s my view of it. 
I mentioned before - I mention here that there were two thoughts that I had 
had during the course of debate that I probably should have expressed that 
I didn 1 t get around to and the first one was the failure of the president 
to act affirmatively and cut off these things and somebody else always 
cut them off and the second - he argument was often made by Wig ins Dennis, 
Hutchinson Maraziti · ustified illega 




--- -- - whether that was was the 
think the basic thing that 
weought to keep sight af - the point that sbau]d bave been made aod it w::1s 
ma,ge by several but not with the force that I think it should have - is that 
the rights - you know, the Bill of Rights and the constitutional rights -
were designed for th1s very situation - that this thing of trespassing on 
constntutional rights of people just Eecause they are unpopular is one 
of the most dangerous things that you can do and just because it 1 s expedient 
tn the end doesnrt justify it in my mind and I feel like that - we made 
- we ought to have made that point a little more strongly. I guess, when 
you analyze it - and I may be a little bit of a coward here - the feeling 
Af; 
that Daniel Elsberg is still any kind of criticism of the administrations 
action and response to the Elsberg situation does not meet - even now -
- with approval._Daniel Elsberg in my judgement is a traitor and I donrt 
ef« 
see how ou can hrase it any other way - and that 1 s wh - but - and when 
~ ~e~re talking about trespassing on is constitutional rights, it jus 
oesn·t set too well - as Walter Flowers reminded us and sometimes in- our 
__ ae .... .;;;.;libe.l'.'a't:tons - that and in fact all of us, I can go back to all of our 
- drafting sessions we were scr u ulo ful not to mention ElsbergTs 
name. nd I donrt rememser itcreeping back into article II now. It just 
plain - we kept it out of there - that 1 s all. And for that reason. But 
we certainly were talking about Elsberg 1 s - and that whole development. 
Incidentally I thought Sandeman made his most effective argument during the 
course of the day when he pointed out that he went to a dinner with ~N Muskie 
and Elsberg and himself and Elsberg got a standing ovation and broke down 
the house - and he and Muskie just barely got acknowledged during this 
period and he said, he 1 s a national hero. 
b 
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wanted to make is, NE! ~ kept bis H8.ffle ettt of ?"h:::d~ 
z.; _ .. ~ _ _ but that was one of the things · · - · 1km 
tbout and I was just making t-.l:Je point that if \tJQ trespass on o,JJ.r 
constitutional rights just because the guy we are working over happena 
to be unpopular or even a LI·altor·, why we, we: a11e Jeopard1z1ng the -
fr~um - in the Jong run, and you know, 1£ we lose what we are - if 
we Iose the things we £aiNl!! value in our effort to preserve them 
then we really don 1 t serve any useful purpose and has kinda bad 
implications in the long haul. And that was the point tJ:-a t I 
have made if I had felt so xroxpinspired. ___________ __::..__:_ _____ -r=r;,ffefoAI 
this interview will be in conjunction with Nora Effrun - in fact it 
will be imtil mainly her interview and, if they donrt mind, I will pop 
in with a question from time to time. 
As I told you Mr. Butler, Irm doing a piece on Mr. Railsback. 
trying to reconstruct the events of the last week and it 1 s my 
that on Monday - last Monday - he made contact with the other 




B You know, I got diverted here by some things and maybe yourd better 
repeat that question •.. then Irll get on the same wave length ... 
N Well, itrs my understanding that the group of 7 congressman - I 
don 1 t know what we want to call them (B- they 1 re congressman) but it 
started at 7 - first met Tuesday morning about 8:30 (B-that 1 s about 
ey recollection) and that Congressman Railsback went around the 
ommittee on Monday and said to you Irm having a meeting in my office 
Tuesday morning. Do you remember his first approach to you? And whether 
it was he? 
B It was - I donrt remember it that way. 
N You donrt. How do you remmmber it. 
B Itrs like topsy - to use an expression from John Dean. It just kinda 
grew because, you know, Railsback and I and Cohen and Fish had been 
kickinr this thing around for some little time ... informally ..• and meet-
ing in twos and threes and ones ... for some little time and, but I do 
feel like Railsback was always the most available of the entire group. 
And that was kinda the sit1aaion that developed and them my recollection 
after that is that I was talking to some Democrats along the lines 
of - in fact I believe it was Jerry Waldie - UENX if I remember 
correctly - along the lines - better not say Waldie, just I was talking 
- I had the impression from my contact with the demo~nats that they 
were looking for the lowest common denominator that could be acdepted. 
And I said, well I would like to talk m to the man thatrs doing that 
cause I feel like there are republicans that could work into it and 
he said well, Jim Mann is the man thatrs probably doing most of this 
and so Irm not sure that I didnrt speak - I spoke first to Mann and 
then I said - and Ird been speaking to Railsback and Cohen all along 
and ±kl!!» they had been speaking back and forth - and then it kinda 
evolved that the 7 of us got together. Railsback brought his - well, 
we knew who our group would be from our prior discussion. And Jim 
Mann brought his people along and that, I would say, would be the way 
that it evolved but certainly Tom Railsback deserves the most credit 
within the Republican party for endeavoring to get as many Republicans 
involved in it as he could. 
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N Now after this first meeting Tuesday morning in Mr. Railsbackts office, 
do you remember that meeting at all - does anything stand our from it? 
B I have to rest - no. Not at the moment. You trigger me. 
N As I understand it, the meeting began rather tentatively ... people were 
kinda trying to feel each other out and there was some discussion of 
whether the punishment fit the crime - should perhaps you all be think-
ing of censuring the president instead of impeaching him and a few 
possibilities were kicked around - do you remember this at all? 
B I think I would have to review pretty carefully my notes and the record 
I made of that but there wasnrt a whole lot of note taking to begin 
with, you know. But I would ~ay that it was fair to say that there 
was some kinda feeling out of process - no feeling of distrust or 
hostility or anything of that nature - Wll!Z~IaStxkxllliaxf20iiNgx0Ntx~~0Ress 
it was just kinda feeling out process by which we determined just 
exactly how sincere everybody was about the problem and I think it 
became pretty apparent that we were all troubled by the same thing. 
And 0ss2Kti:ali¥ censure was kicked around, I remember that, a little 
bit •.. 
N Was there any point - did you all understand - was it implicit in this 
meeting that all 7 of you would vote an article of impeachment if it 
were acceptable or was there even some mystery about that? 
B I didntt consider myself committed but I (N-you didnTt) to the work 
product and I dontt think anybody did but at the same time we all wanted 
to put something into shape that if we did vote against it, it wouldnrt 
be for technical reasons. 
Now, what I want you to do - is you tell me what you know about it and 
Itll affirm or deny it. I think maybe thatts the best .•. 
N When you had been seeing Cohen, Railsback and Fish but particularly 
Railsback in xksRs these meetings of twos and threes, was there a 
~Elrt point where you became pretty sure that he would vote impeach-
ment - was there ever a point where you didntt know .•. 
B I never had any real doubts in my mind that Tom Railsback was going 
to vote for impeachment. I think he had doubts in his mind but my 
conversations with him - I was pretty much - could see that he was 
moving in that direction and I guess he was tentative there several 
weeks before hand but by the time this thing had come along, I felt 
like that die had been cast for sure. 
N You were saying several weeks before - was that - do you remember 
why? (B~ do I remember why) yeah, do you remember whether he was 
tentative because of concern about Republican voters or concern about 
whether the evidence was there or -
me 
B Better ask/that N question aEa again ..• 
N Well, you said he was tentative several weekp before ... 
B Oh ~Ra}q. well, yeah, no I just think that while NN we were going 
through the evidence and listening a little bit that I had the 
impression that he had his moments of doubt - I just have that 
general feeling without recalling what circumstances brought that 
on - but I was trying to read everybody you know and everybody was 
trying to read everybody else, I guess, and nobody was really spelling 
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B IT OUT but I had felt that Cohen and Fish were pretty well committed 
and that I had reservatio'ns about Railsback in there but I thought 
he was wrestling with the same thing that I was wrestling with. 
W How does that process work - that process of trying to read other 
people - is it kinda like a poker game ... 
B No, I didn 1 t have that feeling about it. I mean I was just - not 
trying to feel them out just trying - as you have conversation and 
reflect on them from time to time - you wonde0 how they are going and I felt like - well, I didn 1 t read Larry H gan very well and I 
didn 1 t read Harold Frolich N very well so I don 1 t have much expertise 
in that field. 
N Do you remember on Tuesday - when Hogan announced - where you were when 
you heard about it - were you in another meeting with this group. 
B I was sitting beside him and somebody said Hogan has announced a press 
conYerence for 3 orclock or whatever the time - and I turned and asked 
him what he was going to do and I don 1 t believe he R told me then. I 
didnrt know what he was going to do until he announced. He kept 
his counsel pretty close. And his questioning from time to time didn 1 t 
indicate how he was going - and but once he made his decision, he 
sounded like a reformed alcoholic - he was full speed ahead. 
N Do you remember where you were when you heard that he had announced -
B Where were you when we heard that he had announced ..• (N-yes) Yes, I 
was in Washington, D.6. 
N Were you in a meeting in Railsback 1 s office ..• 
B No, I don 1 t think so. No, I think I was probably on the floor. 
N What was the effect of Hogan 1 s announcement« on your group of 7? 
B I don 1 t think it had a whole lot of impact. 
N You don 1 t. 
B I do not. Do not remember it that way. And he really didnrt get 
involved with us N.Jd::il./ several days after that. 
for 
N That I know but I do have the impression that it kinda took the heat 
off - to some extent ... 
B Yeah, Tom felt that. I was there when Tom saw him. I remember now 
Tom told him that - congratulated him - thought he did a good job and 
that it took the heat off of him. Tom said that to Hogan - yes, I 
was there when he saJ~ that - that was at the end of the row of the 
Judiciary Committee ... you go from the lower level to the upper level 
on the Republican side. 
N That was about 4- orclock that day when you met ... 
B I would think it was - yeah - whenever we started our meeting on that 
day - that was when that conversation took place. I had the feeling 
though, I had the general feeling among many Republicans that it was 
an opportunist thing a}Q0Nzxlmgaz sort of thing about Hogan - I hadnrt 
read his statement. I had just heard about it. I had a copy of it 
and I really hadnrt had a chance to read it when I first saw him. 
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Bu~ I told him I thought he had done a good job and my response to the 
press was - you know if you feel lonesome, if yourre worried about being 
lonesome then this objection is gone and that was pretty much the 
thought that Tom Railsback gave him - he said Irm proud of you - it's 
a good job - and it sure does take the heat off me. And I think all 
three of those things are true. 
N In the course of the week as Mr. Mann went hetween your group and 
the Brooks-Sarbanes-Edwards-Conyers group •.• 
B Brooks-Sarbanes-Edwards-Conyers - ugh - Mezvins~ - Mezvinsky, I 
think was in that group - but you know more about that than I do. 
Brooks - there was some freshman. 
N As Manm went back and forth, as you look at it, what were your major 
accomplishments as a group in terms of the language of the article 
or the mood of the article? 
B I felt like the article as finally drafted was a product of our 
group refined and - a common refined to - a common refined by -
and accomodated to the Democrats - that the product was ours. 
And I feel that way about :ixami Article I and Article II both. 
That the principal draftsmanship took place in our ~~x~ group 
and that Tom Moony and Jim Mann deserve most of the credit for 
that with Railsback and myself and others pitching into it. Tom 
deserves the credit for keeping us moving - I mean, Jim Mann was 
an old maid about the thing - thatrs the reason I think it's a good 
product ... 
N Jim Mann was a what about the thing ..• 
B An old maid -
N An old maid -
B Didnrt hurt your feelings did I? 
N No. Irm not an old maid. 
B Do you know what an old maid tt is? 
N The one that nobody - I donrt understand what you mean in that -
B An old maid is very nit-picky, sort of very k careful - a draftsman and 
that was - which is quite valuable - in the legal profession - to have 
somebody that's worried about details and the niceities of language 
particularly. 
N But you mean if it had been up to Jim Mann you would have spent more 
time debating the language ... 
B No, not necessarily debating it - No, well, yeah, no, I just - Irm 
not critical of him at all, Ix just think he was - it was very valuable 
that he had it and very valuable that he wasn't satisfied with a 
half way job and the inclination of the rest of us was - you know -
get something together and not worry too much about it. If the 
question came up why we'd kick it around but these things trouble Mann 
for ever but Tom kept us moving. 
N What were some of the things he did to keep you moving? 
D u,.. .;,,c,+- n,::illcrl 11c: +ncn::i+hPY' _ 
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N Was he the one at the end of the meeting who would say okay, now 
you do this and you go talk to so and so and get back to me on that 
and ... 
B Well, you know, there wasnrt any generalisimo but it worked out - well, 
everybody just said, rr11 do this and I'll do that. My feeling is that 
it just fell together and there really wasnrt that much - the only real 
liaison problem was between the Democrats and the Democrats in our 
group and Jim Mann was handling that and Frank Polk, you know was the 
draft for the minority counsel who seemed to be holding his hand through 
much of this. 
N Frank Polk was ••. 
B Frank Polk - hers the minority counsel. I say he was sort of going along 
with Jim Mann in many of these sessions. Now rrm telling you things that 
I thought you already knew - am I 
N Well, rrm just looking for details ... 
B alright, okay - fine. 
N Friday night after that day of - the day you all had dinner at the 
Capitol Hill Club -
B Several people had dinner, yes. Now, have you talked to Railsback 
about that? 
N I havenrt talked to him yet about that meeting. I have talked to a 
couple of other people who were there. I understand that was a fairly 
caotic meeting. 
B What are your sources on that? 
N I canrt tell you that. 
B Huh? (N-I canrt tell you that) Well, I wouldnrt describe it that way. 
N You would not describe a kind of confused - what-are-we-going-to-do-now 
- should we postpone for the weekend - should we .•. 
B Well, it was indecisive in that regard but I didnrt feel like we were 
making that decision but to say that it was caotic - well, rrm not sure 
thatrs a very good word. Thatrs what I want to know. rrd kinda like to 
know whors using that expression just to .•. 
N Well, that may be my expression. Someone else ±RikRID<±E - Tom Moony 
told me on the record that he thought the meeting was in disarray. 
B Yeah, thatrs a fair statement. Butl!l - yeah - I will not affirm that 
caotic is a very good word or disarray but certainly there was some 
feeling that the lack of plan - it was at this moment that it became 
apparent to me - that they hadnrt worked out a strategy too well for 
the Committee debate but - and we had an effort to accomodate to the 
argument about specificity and I feel like that Tom and I both resisted 
any efforts to mess up the pledings. Well, you know, thatrs the word 
I used. 
N To mess up the pleadings ... ? 
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B The articles. Sandman was making some complaints and it was indecisive 
as to what to do and I really don 1 t think we accomplished a whole lot 
- that 1 s about as much - ax and I wouldn 1 t like to be quoted on N that -
one way or another. 
N. Oh, alright. 
B You can keep that in mind but that 1 s basically where we were. 
N You did consider in that meeting actually putting the specific things 
in the articles ... 
B There was an effort made to do that but I thought that was a crazy thing 
to do. 
N Can you tell me - off the record - who was behind that? 
B I 1 d have to check my notes to make sure - wouldn 1 t like to say now. 
You'll have to find out from him. 
N From that person ... 
B Yeah, whoever. 
N Well, I probably will - as next week as you know. 
B Yeah, I just ... 
Ng Was there ever any worry that the Democratic groups - there were, you 
know, subcorrunitteex, whatever we want to call the Sarbanes group -
would not cooperate with you - did you ever to k your knowledge have 
B I didn 1 t worry about that one bit. (N- you didn't) Jim Mann assured 
us that and Thornton and who was that other Democrat - Flowers, assured 
us that those folks would have to go along in effect. And I think 
they might have had internal problems but as far as we were concerned 
we felt like - well, ultimately I think ______ the word - it's 
worked out very nicely. 
N On Wednesday - which was the day when most of the drafting went on -
before the first meeting - everyone that I saw from your group, which 
is not speaking of a great many people -
B On Wednesday, now which Wednesday are we referring to ... 
N We are talking about last Wednesday which was the first day of the debate 
- it started at 7:30 at night and it was ce~ tremendous pressure to get 
some article on paper - a couple of us bumped into Cohen and I guess 
it was Tom Rail$iback before X the 7:30 meeting and they were so wound 
up and so tense - Cohen snapped at two people in a row which I have 
never seen him do in my life and I just wonder what was going on that 
day •.. 
B Well, I think you gotta make some license - some concession to the 
fact that Cohen is still kinda young -
N Well Tom was pretty upset when I saw him about 4-:30 - it was outside 
of his office - and he was trying - you know, we want to vote for 
our articles, we don 1 t want to vote for their articles, I mean that 
.. ... 
12--
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N x kind of tension building ... 
B I wasn 1 t conscious of all that. I didn 1 t think .•. 
N It was also a pretense that the two groups weren 1 t working with each 
other ... 
B All that - well, you know, I didnrt have that feeling. I mean I didn 1 t 
R]aR think we were getting together and I didn 1 t care much who they 
were carrying messages back and forth to. I knew what I was looking 
for and I felt like we all knew what we were looking for and we were 
getting closer to it and I didn 1 t think we were very far apart and 
the deadline disturbed me but when we decided to let the deadline 
pass in effect, I felt like the pressure was off. 
N Well, what was it you group wanted ..• 
B Well, you kmGx don 1 t know - you don 1 t know - how to express that, 
we just, we wanted Articles we could live with, be comfortable with 
is the expression I think Tom used. And I 1ll stick with that. It 
was a drafting problem that we wanted to solve. Well, thank you very much. 
Well, what are you UN doing now - how are yo~ coming on this thing ... 
are you trying to put this together for a magazine article this week. 
N Well, it will be out next week - not next week but the one after. 
It 1 s due Friday or Monday and it 1 s coming out the following Monday 
in New YOrk and itrs just really focusing - it 1 s probably exactly what 
you are doing here - focusing on one man. 
B I kinda want to be consistant with what I tell everybody and if yours 
if going to be out before I have to tell anybody else anything, 1 111 
wait and see what you have to say. 
N You woultltJ;t happen to have any of those notes handy of those meetings 
so that ERR could some clearer idea of what went on ... 
B No - Yeah - I would happen to have but I 1 m not going to surrender 1 em 
until I can read them over and interpret them myself because I just 
kinda jot - my shorthand is - requires explanation as I go - and so 
it wouldnrt be very helpful to you and not to me unless I had some 
more things - even now - in front of me than rrve got. Yourre saying 
- this is Friday - you mean like today is - what, Tuesday, Wednesday 
today is Tuesday - oh, you mean Friday of this week. (N- yes) Well, 
yourve got to get to work haven 1 t you? 
N Yes, I sure do. (B-okay, fine) Do you think there 1 s any chance you are 
going to take those notes out and look at them? 
B Yeah, there 1 s RR~ every chance in the NEJCk world. 
N Because i t would just mean a great deal to me to have what went on 
in those meetings to corrobated in some way. 
B Well, I think I1ve corrobated - no, Pm not going to have any chance 
this week. No, that 1 s why I was talking about your Friday ... and my notes 
aren 1 t that good. Thank you. 
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B Now, let's see, when was the last time we taped? 
W Don't think we got here til yesterday or if we did it was brief ... 
B You know time - all of it has.just kinda merged ... 
W Oh, I guess we did, we did get together yesterday E~ briefly - in 
the morning. 
B Alright, let me g bring you up to date on this - let me tell you what 
took place ... 
W We really haven't gone into your notes - I don't think we've hit your notes 
since last Saturday - I think you've got a lot of your Saturday notes. 
B Right - okay, well let me give you some run down on today. And I didn't 
have my notebook with me but I had a meeting of the 93rd Club - which 
is the Republicans who are m new members of the Congress - you know, 
in this current 93rd Congress - this is their first Congress - and we 
met with John Rhodes today in a session and I didn't stay for all of 
it but it was kinda interesting to me what took place. I came in when 
Rinaldo~~ty Rinaldo - from Jersey was speaking - and the subject 
was the'~plan which is now being kicked around under which the 
president was just abdicateN his objections to impeachments so that 
no body would have to make that hard »E vote. And Rinaldo was saying 
the situation in New Jersey was terrible for Republicans. 
And I didn't like to quiz him about his hero, Charlie Sandman - but 
basically the Republicans seem to be in real trouble in New Jersey 
because of the president and I had heard this from other sources. 
I heard - the time man told me for exsmple - that John Rhodes thinks 
that every Republican in New Jersey will lose this time. 
W Even Sandman? 
B Now that observation was undoubtedly made some little time before 
- I mean several weeks ago before Sandman became a national hero. 
So, that may not have a whole lot of validity except that even -
New Jersey has been considered marginal territory for some time. 
But the substance of Rinaldo's - the thrust of what he had to 
say was - we w want the fry plan - we want to be pulled off the 
hook. And Moorhead made a very moving plea in defense of the 
president and he - and also - you know, keep your powder dry was 
the thrust of his remarks and he pointed out that the majority of 
the Republicans on the Committee did not want impeachment but he 
had high regards for his friends on the committee who voted that 
way. 
Well, I didn't point to him - but as far as the freshman on the 
Committee were concerned - they were divided equally. Young 
fellows like Maraziti, Lott and let's see, one other - Maraziti and 
Lott voted against impeachment - Frolich, Cohen and myself voted for 
it and I believe ... 
W Is Latta a freshman - he's a freshman on the Committee but you mean ... 
B Latta, yeah, Latta is not a freshman though. I don't consider him 
a freshman. I'm trying to think - there's somebody w else down there. 
There's Moorhead, Maraziti and Lott - voted against it. And Cohen 
and myself and Frolich voted for it and so we were evenly divided. 




And so I had that observation which I did not make but I think thatTs 
a fair index on how our group is going . Although itTs very conservative. 
Freshman are very conservative - those whose judgement is liberated a 
little bit= I think do not view us with a whole lot of hostility. I 
didnTt have any feeling - donTt yet have any feeling of hostility. 
Have you gotten any ribbing or has it been mainly good natured. 
Well, itTs been good natured but yeah, oh sure, everybodyTs making 
fun and having a good time treating the Judiciary Committee like 
celebrities and all that sort of stuff. You know, ITve offered 
autographs to several of them. But, yeah, but I think the good 
natured exchanges - everybody RX~R~±x respects your right to make 
a decision. 
But you havenTt yet had anybody get bitter. 
B I havenTt been subjected t o any of that - at all. I do not recall 
any - there have been some people really upset bu~ they havenTt turned 
on me in the process. Some people have not been/w~rm in their greeting 
as they hlllle in the past but they will get over that. I think I'm 
right. In fact, you know, I get more confortable with my vote every 
day and it really doesnTt worry me a bit any more. 
W You said once - and I think you said it when we didnrt have the tape 
on-that you werenTt - about a month ago - you said you werenTt too 
worried about error - the chance of error didnTt weigh heavily on you 
in this .•. 
B Well, ITve changed my view of that - I mean, yes, I had some second 
thoughts after I did it - both as to the intensity of what I said 
and also the decision I made but as Irve listened to the arguments 
against it, ITm more comfortable with the decision. 
W YouTve become more firm ... 
B Yeah, well, not inflexible but comfortable - is exactly the way I 
want to express it. I mean it doesnTt mother me anymore that - I mean 
I donTt worry about having made the right decision in thelight of the 
evidence and so I, quite frankly anticipate that the president has put 
forth his best case and as these tapes unfold - they are going to unfold 
far greater difficulties for him. 
But geting back to John RhodesTresponse to Moorhead - I think that was 
- and the substance of what he said - you know, youTre exactly right 
- ±im and Moorhead said well, the Republican party is g.©Ng going to 
be in trouble for a long time as a result of this - and John Rhodes 
said he wasnTt sure about that, he thought the reports of the death 
of the Republican party were greatly exhaggerated. And - but the 
view that he took was 1) that he had not made a decision and heTs 
going to announce it, he was prepared to announce it earlier he said 
but, on reflection and other things, he said he has decided to announce 
it about Monday, the - whatever that is. But I had the impression that 
that date was kinda negotiable. But the important thing - his fx view 
of it is - the important thing,from the point of view of the Republican 
party,is to come out of this thing where we donTt all hate each other 
that we've got to pick up the pieces and put the wheels back on the track 
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B and get running again after the election and after the impeachment and 
rl±R~ I think that's what's really what's disturbing him which I thought 
was some new insight into it but I think probably the correct one. 
Stan J?a.rris, who is a political prawatist, if there ever was one, was 
- I th;ught he was begging for the ~an - when he started off - he 
said the iRax± leadership plan was ~~he was talking about - but 
basically he wants to be able to go back to his people and say the 
leadership - the decision - my decision was what the M leadership 
- had the blessings of the leadership so that if the leadership will 
vote for impeachment - he'll get out of it and if the leadership votes 
against it then he thinks that will help him. I think he's naive. I 
~ think the whole - and Rhodes said, well, you know, maybe this whole 
thing will work itself out - and I have a note that - I may, just jotted 
some things down - I don't see how he could say that. 
Tennison Guyer from Ohio said regardless of how the things go you've 
got to go home and pick up the pieces and he said right now his feeling 
was that in the House there weren 7 t but a hundred votes for the 
president - in favor of the president - and 20 in the Senate and that's 
his reading of it now and he's says the president is still isolated 
and is still facing his problems alone and he says he sees no way of him 
working himself out of it until he gets closer to the Congress. 
Then Rhodes got to the question of the president's resignation - said 
he made a suggestion along those lines some little time ago because 
he thought it would be of service to the party and the country if the 
president would recognize that and he says he got §ut~rrible reactio~ 
from membership and, at that time, that he wasn't/going to stick out 
his neck again but he said that his reading of it was there was no 
possibility that the president would do that again. Said there was 
no possibility that the president would resign. Somebody asked him 
about his view of censure and he said well, it wouldn't fly but it 
might be a device where those that wanted to vote for the president 
could clear their conscience. But I don 7 t believe that's going to 
develop either. 
~ A'J(nr',,i, (?} 
Sarrison - Ron s~ r ~son - suggested that he thought it would be 
a mistake to vote in concert as a party on this line and then Jim 
(?)Abner asked the question as a non lawyer whether the possibility 
x that your vote in the Serate would have to be based on different 
criteria than the House. And that was the first time I felt compelled 
to speak up, and I thought that that was true - that the :&U±~Ji.R± different 
standards and different evidence because the Serate is a trial and the 
House is not. 
One other suggestion was made ... 
W What did you cite as different standards ••. 
Well, John Rhodes said first - he thought clear and convincing was~he 
standard in the House and beyond a reasonable doubt in the Seaate. I 
pointed out that he was probably right on that but the more significarr 
thing was that the Senate would be a trial so there would be different 
evidence before you when youmade that decisomon and the second thing 
was that impeachment regardless of how you stand - irregardless of how 
you feel about the facts - that it's still a discretionary thing with 
the individual person - is it in the national interest and that's one 
of the things I presented. Hanrahan, very able young fella from Ill. 
I believe, somewhere out there, (freshman - yeah) he wanted to know 
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B ,!lbogt whetber there was a possibility of involking the 25th amendment 
QJ,J£tng this period and the president could be persuaded to that, you 
, __know - temporary a, saEiility. (WI'ord would take ovor ) But, yeah, Rhodes 
~ said he didn't think Gerry Ford would be much interested in that. 
W He didn't think Ford would be ... 
B No, and I don't either. I had to go elsewhere - the way all things are 
in :t:lm this ... 
w Why would you think Ford wouldn't be interested 
Because it would put him in such a compromising position caus 
mean whatever decision he made would be subject to reversal by on 
,..,____ at a later time and it just wouldn't work. 
W Has he said anything to indicate that 
B No, he hasn't said that. John Rhodes said it would be putting my friend 
Gerry Ford in a difficult position and I don't think we ought to do it. 
That was basically it so I don't think anybody considered that seriously. 
And I certainly would urge it. 
This is just kinda of it - everybody in the freshman Republican class 
as everybody in Congress is - is concerned about it but nobody stood 
up and said stonewall it. Nobody stood up and said, you know, let's 
defend ~~RXRmi the president - I think his strength has eroded tremendously. 
continuing 
Any number of people have come up to me and said, any number of 
- no, that's not true - a number of republicans have said to me 
that regardless of how they vote they think my position, my view, that 
the republican party has a responsibility to do something is correct 
and they x think that should do something for the party in the long run ... 
which interested me. 
good 
W Is this a/geographic ppread of people who have been saying from the 
people who have been saying that ... 
B Yeah, I think so - mostly - yeah, the one that I mostly remember is 
Bill Armstrong from Colorado - the one that I spoke to today. 
W Let's see - you were talking about the other members of the party 
who had agread with your view that the party its elf has to clean up 
this mess ... You mentioned Bill Armstrong .•. 
B Well, Bill Armstrong - and - well, lie didn't go into that mu.w.n1 he 
just said the view you expressed with respect to the party morlg be 
a real service to the party. And I think - and I 1 m surprised - you 
know, that John Ashbrook -
tape was hung up - may have missed some ..• 




And that's fella Howard Phillips who voted the other way •.. 
But he's anut, thought I can't 
They feel the same kind of shame do they 
Tl T ;,,rlrTn en _ T 4,11-lrro Cr\ 
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~ ~ell, let's see what else I wanted to mention about that - did I tell 
ou about speaking to the steering corronittee the other morning .•. (No) 
W No, this was yesterday morning - on Tuesday morning wasn't it 
B It was one morning - yeah, Tuesday morning, I guess. Alright Nlekk~ well, 
we'll get back to that again. Just following my appearing to the 
steering committee I got a letter from a conservative who seems to 
be from Lynchburg who he said he thought my view was the proper 
conservative view which is basically, you know, we got to clean up 
NNX our house and that sort 
hung up again ... 
cornered by Joel Broehill and Bill Whitehurst and that interests me 
because as you say, Bill Scott was on the floor today when I was 
there but he didn't talk to me so he may have been lobbying. I have 
the view from ... 
W Incidentally I'm going to be writing a story on Scott and 
B On Bill Scott 
W Yeah, and I'm going to be talking to other members of the d.klegation 
B Well, I have had no discussion with Bill Scott on Impeachment ... except 
at that one luncheon - as far as rmr concerned you can tell them that 
I'm not going to make any effort to influence him - he's on his own -
you can quote me on that. 
V 
with reference to Broehill and Whitehurst. I started out by 
alking to Broyhill and I didn't take any notes on it of course -
he still thinks it's very important for the party to - for the 
Virginia delegation to stick together - now I think that's something 
interesting - in this circumstance - he's a political pragmatist 
but he also - I would have thought that he was abandoning the - I 
would have thought he would have been against impeachment but Bill 
/ Whitehurst seems to have - not to be so concerned about the arty 
~ying toget er. i e urst was particularly moved by the 
portion of my comment dealing with the president's lying - course 
when we had that luncheon th~ other day, he had mentioned - I canrt 
help but think that that's one of the things I mentioned to him at 
the luncheon which was before I committed myselfxs - that I thought 
the president just lied too much and he feels very strongly about 
that and I think that influenced what I - you know - some input before 
I wrote my speech - and it struck a responsive chord with him so 
my guess - is - from what he said then - that he hasnrt made up his 
mind but he certainly leans towards impeachment. I would judge 
that ~E~ Broyhill is working toward getting the delegation together 
- and I'm not going to intrude in that ... (Wtogbther in the sense of 
ome common) yeah, so Irm not going to bother the Virginia delegation. 
I judge - from the fact that neither Wampler nor Robinson has talked 
to me that they would probably prefer to vote for impeachment - against 
impeachment - even now - and that it's pretty hard for them - Stan Parris 
as Irve suggested before is a total pragmatist - and Tommy Downing 
wnote me a very nice letter so I'm sure he's going for impeachment. 
Bob Daniel hasnrt discussed with me or anybody else I'm sure - I mean 
conclusively - Dan Daniels, I believe he will be the last one in the 
House - he's very close to Sonny McGomery so I would think he would be 
+hP ,~~+ nnP +n dn _ 
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m:e my - I guess the word is integrity - his approach but he hasn 1 t taken 
a strong position either way at the moment but the fact that he is 
open minded on this issue, surprises me - not surprises me, I mean 
I just think by this time he would have concluded that the president 
was being railroaded and not - so - it 1 s interesting to speculate on 
the Virginia delegation. 
J~yhill - ~ wife was here yesterday - and he 1 s from North 
Carolina and I would say one of the most inTiuentlal members of the 
Congressin the South, certainly, this thing troubled him - he told me 
first - that - I guess I told you - when he mentioned it - he had been 
home for the weekend and came back and said I was a hero down N there 
where he was from. Surprised him and me. I saw him at lunch while 
leaving lunch on Tuesday and he had with him his col~ege roommate and 
evidently that had been preceded by a conversation in which the roommate 
said how could anybody vote to impeach - so Jim stopped me and said 
- he asked me this question, 1 1 11 let you answer it. Well, I gave him 
a full load as quickly as~ I could about the verasity arguments that 
has the most Ni weight in the South and I ±ku!Mghthrew in Peterson 
and that thing - and you have about 2 minutes and you grab what you 
can if anybody wants to discuss it - I don 1 t know whether I convinced 
him or not but Broyhill - Jim Broyhill was obviously wrestling with 
the thing and he sajd the guy was obviously more flexibile than he 
was when he came. Jim stopped me again on the floor today and I told 
him I hoped I didn't embarrass him with his friend and he says no 
he wanted him to hear it and he said - don 1 t tell anybody ~Mi: about 
your conversations with me but basically I can see that he's really 
wrestling with this thing. And I courious to see how it 1 s going to 
come out and I shouldn't think he has any problems getting reelected 
so it 1 s a real conscious vote with him and that's the way it 1 s going 
ttr--sha:pe up all the way up and down the line. 
The thing that 1 s impressed me most about people having been home - I 
guess I told you this but I 1 m still getting comments - it 1 s a universal 
view of the Congress - is that they are tremendously grate£ul to the 
impeachment - to the Judiciary Committee in terms of what it has done 
for the image of the Congress and that 1 s amazing. And it must in view 
of the taxes the president made on the Judiciary Committee through 
Dean Burch, it must have reacted against him and the question is 
whether they have sense enough to realize that or not. That 1 s one 
of the questions. 
You judge this from some of the mail and telegrams ..• 
Yeah, also, and the Congressmen who have been home and come back. Now 
they are the ones that are bringing the message back and I could sit 
here and tick them off - most of them Democrats. I 1 m getting a little 
concerned that everybody comes up and tells me I gave a good speech as 
a democrat - some republicans - but not as many as you 1 d like but Junie 
tells me that I ought to be able to expect that under the circumstances 
at they 1 re sweating - the democrats don 1 t have any real problem 
nd I guess that 1 s true. Southern Democrats are the only ones that 
have any real problem and that's SonnylMontgomery and I don 1 t believe 
~here are going to be as many of them right now as I would have 
thought a week ago. Yeah - down to the Sequoia - And one other 
thing - Junie, my wife was here, and she didn 1 t want to come back for 
e hearings Jd. last night when it turned out to be the last one so whe 
s~got downtown this morning and before she caught her plane I made a 
pint of going over there and seeing the chairman, ~odino, cause I felt 
1 e - it was sort of a courteous thing - it was a pretty big deal f 
h;m ~mn mP - rhRr T thou~ht I OUQht to QO bv and tell him I thpucl1'1:he 







had done a good job and I appreciated it. Well, it was a right movin 
experience really. He wanted to sit down and you know, I mean, he didnrt 
- you know, as busy as he is, he was almost eager to talk. And June, 
course, she was - she's kinda got a grandfather feeling about him after 
axw»ile watching him on television for awhile - and I suspect a lot of 
Americans do - but she told himshe thought he was an honorary 
Virginian or something like that - thatrs the ultimate flattery when 
you're from Virginia, I think. But anyway, he chatted with us for a 
long time and of course he was complimentary of me and I ofhim. 
But the thing that still impresses me there - is how emotional he 
gets about the constimntion and theresponsibility and really itrs quite 
touching that ke even - I mean - I think hers got a certain amount of 
humility even now and he still has that big picture of himself and 
Nixon - right behind him and he got out a letter he got from the president 
congratulating him when he had gotten some kinda EJWard, just an award and 
a few things like that still impressed him. We brought Time magazine 
with us and Junie got him to autograph that - and he wrote a real nice 
little message on it - then I got back to the office and herd also sent 
me another - see - his picture was on the coverofTime this week - and 
I got a little - evidently, either she suggested that to him or not -
but whatever it is, he also sent me one and, I guess, every member 
of the corrunittee - and a little message on it - which I - here it is -
I had to get the staff together. He can talk but he can't write which 
is a failing of many. But you know, hers down right eloqueat on occasion 
really, it surprised me but he really articulates these things very well. 
I think hers writing his own stuff. 
What does it say? 
- pre-translated ... 
Alright, rr11 read you the message/. To Caliliwell Butler, whose courage 
and convintion and sense of conscious and high purpose, at a time of 
testing has helped to ~RX~ restore confidencewin our system - with the 
admiration of his friend and colleague, Peter ~odino. Which was, who 
RllR ever - itrs ~ well I mean itrs a nice thing to do - itrs also a 
nice message. And he axi also expresses himself well= yeah, so 
Do you r ecall some of the things he said ... when you were talking ..• 
We were chatting 
a hard thing 
ed every day 
a.Lmost ... 
id that -
you know tfie funny thing - rre------rraa. sue 
message was - you know - it 
great friend and he says I 
before - he says I pray every 
it and I shook hands with him - and his hands are small, like a little 
- like a viol inists I guess because it certainly ~R~RTaXexii:zxzRe~taiNl~z* 
maybe violinists - I dQlJ.rt mnow any violinists - but he has small 
h~ - delicate hands and tbat amuses me,. I thought he would have 
big 1:1.t hands - like - well, anyway, that amused me, I hadnrt realised ... 
That's good stuff - thatrs the kind of thing ... \,_.----
B Well, shaking hands with him - he's just got a little hand - i~ surprised 
me - but its firm, a firm grip - itrs not fat. That 1 s the thing about 
him hers pnayed all along thatit wouldn 1 t be - you know - we didnrt 
get into procedure and we didn 1 t get into anything other than evidence 
but thatrs - I think hhat's what we get out of it - and he was humble 
about it and.-l1ad grown in his respect far thQ CofllHlittQa and be was very 
XXER ¢o]ei::._ant of the_- he made a reference - somewhere, you know, in a 
news article, and my wife has told me I shouldn 1 t have said it, I said 
T +l,,...,,,,.l,+ T.lhcm T -F;-nc:+ t.U=>n+ nn t-hP rnmmit-t-PP t-hPv were a bunch of crazies 




- he said= he laughed about that, he said in effect, that maybe that 
might be so but the had all risen to s occas· said he had 
rut a hard time to ~ist it - made a real effort to resist lecturin is 
colleagues - he said we're a!l equal - so I couldnrt lecture my RE±Ra 
colleagues - which I think is true but committee chairmen aonrt often 
recognize that there are equals to them on this earth so I thought that 
was a pretty significant thing to say - but I think hers quietly per-
suaded them because he says, now JohnConyers feels very deeply about 
some things and you have to give him an opp ortunity to express him-
self but he said he thought her s done it with dignity and that 
was the only name herd rmuu:iEeM mentioned among these people. But I 
do - rrve come t John con ersr ability to ex f 
and I was - thought all of those peop at I would rave M called 
R~ax crazies at first, was a little bit unfair . That I think they 
handled themselves - everybody on there very well - in fact the onlyr 
thing thatrs really embarrassing to me is Charlie Sandman allowed 
himself to - what I thought insult Liz Holtzman - do you see that on 
the televisinn ... 
Yeah ~~~ 
And I thought that was uncalled forand - (W - when he in \act accused 
her of lying ... or libeling) yeah~right Mrs. Nuon~- I donrt think 
I mean, I agree with him that sne had no business bringing it up but 
thatrs free debate and you certainly don rt make a personal attack in a 
free debate and - ugh - it just irritated me that he would take that 
position. And I think it reflecte d on him and the party and thatrs 
the only thing where I remember where anybody really got aE out of hand 
in the whole debate. We didnrt discuss that - but thatrs the thing that 
occurred to me. 
you know 
But Rodinors amusement in that - and he laughed/like a little boy, he 
laughed, ¥,D.llJ<now, when he ig giggles kinda - (W - was that kinda of a 
cacklel no, you know kx like a little kid lau hen he - ugh - yourve 
cau ht him at some ing you ~ s at - kinda, you 
know. u anyw , e aughed like a little boy would laugh and kinda 
of agreed with me but then he said he tho t the committee had 
- - ----- e 11mmmittee has. han 
~ _ .. __ .. .. __ -i;:--- of it. And, well, we were there about 
- embarrassed, I canrt - ugh - I felt that 
we ought to get on out of there cause MI knew he was busy. But my 
wife doesnrt visit very often so I made a point of enjoying her company 
as long as I could. And then we left and she - he inscribed a Time 
magazine to her - and rr11 get that inscription for you - she took 
i r home - then we went to lunch in the Capitol restaurant and Jinks 
Mi.E Holtin joined us over there - She was in town for a couple of days 
and we were showing off - Junie was showing off the Time magazmne 
with his inscription on it and then we NR~2 left it in the -we went 
somewheee else and all of a sudden we discovered that hit had been 
left in the 
~:i:tE:bdx Capitol Restaurant and we pani6ed a little bit on that and I eaM(.. 
back some 20 min. later to get it and the head waiter had, very thoughtfull1 
picked it up and saved it E~ for us and sent it over i here by page. 
So we recognized that we valued it somewhat. 
But thatrs about all I can say about my conversation with Peter Rodino 
and thatrs the_h!xt~nt 9f what IR recall today. 
\r/--\..t))J ~1011 ff 'lk IA-Wt#? 
B."'No, he was totusy playing with Henry Kissinger - so that didnt wo~k 
out. I think those were the things I wanted to do except that I did 
_ the New York Times Bureau wanted to come by and ta~k to me toda~ about 
• , _ _,. __ _ _._ _ __ ... 1-.~~ +1-,c rd' A<"'P!s -for this events surrounding our drafting 
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B - the fragile ~EibtiENX coalition. 
W yeah, I think Rail.back -
B Railsback had coined that ... 
W Was it that iragile ... 
----------B ·· I never thought it was ±u± fragile at all but one of hte things that 
I learned today and it 1 s on the ±~aexx~axi:me pavement - ITll just fill it 
i ·t be:acause it Ts interesting is that in the middle of the lfirst day we j \ 
started working on this ±ix±i.ID( thing - you know - itts all falling togeT~er 
- itrs all inabout three days tlat we N did EX all of this - itts just 
fantastic.whlh w~ew~riXMalMno-111ffilbst~~gbut in the middle of the 
first day/anct we haa three or four ctrafts of it, Lou Cannon from the / / 
Washington Post called up here and got a lead on it and Railsbach 
had sensed around in response to it but Rails was scared to death 
apparently that Ed Hutchinson would fire thew staff man - Looma -
that was working on it with us if he found out we were doing it. 
I dontt think Ed Hutchinson would ever do that but we were working on 
articles of impeachment. And that would have been a big story - that 
we were working on articles of impeachment cause the fragile c9alition 
was meeting at all - what kept it from being a big story was Hogants ~ 
announcement in the middle of the afternoon that he was going to vote 
for impeachment and we think,±~ now, these folk,that that saved us 
from the kind of publicity that might very well have fractured the 
fragile coalition. 
W Who ... question not clear ... thinks that way? 
w 
Moony and Railsback (And yourself, or do you) Yeah, I think it 
probably could have but you know, I don 1 t understand those things. 
It never occurred to me that a staff member wasntt free to work this 
thing - and it never occurred to me that what we were doing would 
be news until we had completed it so I just donrt understand those 
things so thatts the way that NE~ke:a was. 
And their feeling was if it had been the news - unclear -
might have gotten mad and fired the staff man and then ... 
that Hutchinson 
B Well, it might have created enough of a snafu that they,the democrats, 
would have had to retreat to their shell and we would have had to retreat 
to ours and we would have wound up with a bunch of resolutions that 
no Republicans could vote for and blown it right out of the water. 
W Well of course the story did appear even though it wasntt ... 
B Yeah, but I didnrt think it got much attention, did you? (W-I don 1 t 
know) Well, I didntt consider that it was - my reading of it was -
it was just a - the rumors out - that theytre meeting but I dontt 
think the story even then had the flavor of just how deeply we had 
gone into the drafting of it and the things we drafted were the things 
that were adopted - down to the last coma - and (back and forth to Mann 
- and what ya 111 drafted was what finally wound up as being ... ) 
Earbanes substitute as corrected - now that 1 s anouther story. Sarbanesr 
substitute got screwed up in the drafting process so we had to change 
it a little bit in committee - we just added some amendments and ----
Alright - now - thatts where we are. Now do you want to try to catch 
up on my notes while we decide - do you want to turn it off while we 
decide what we are going to do next ... 
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W WeTll get a little bit on your reaction to becoming a media hero 
for the past few days ... 
B Well, we can use some other word to describe it - but it is interesting. 
ITll say this now - theyTd always told me - everybody around here is 
scared to death of Mary McGrory - but sheTs been real nice to me and 
come up ±Extme several times and urged me - said I ought to be a manager 
and things like that which have amused me. She has a great sense of 
humor apparently and everybody enjoys her over there. She doesnTt 
seem to be - the press seems to enjoy her - and I saw this guy standing 
~
A Ao over there when she came by - I came back after lunch one day after 
/\V~ a break with a can of coke and I did offer her a little bit - in fact 
1/I offered everybody around but she was the only one who took it but I did this guy Von Hoffman whom I am scared to death of - he's a -ITve seen him on television with Kilpatrick and so - did you see his 
comment in this morningTs paper where he compared me to a kindly old 
judge - (W - kindly old judge, yeah) thatTs a new expression - I canTt 
wait to circularize that in my home town, ITm sure thatTll sell. JunieTs 
reaction to that was - well, I never thought of him as Old Saint Nick 
either. But I was surprised at that comment that he was - I thought 
he was there waiting to interview Peter Rodino or something or just 
gettinT atmosphere but - the feeling in the press is that Republicans 
arenTt so bad after all and thatTs - my reaction is that the press ainTt 
so bad. They have been rude to me and the photographers, but they 
are elbowing each other out of place all the time and they are so 
preoccupied with what they are on doing I donTt believe that they 
deliberately rude but the press - generally - in this whole thing 
has been an opportunity to get to know them and talk to them and 
they are all real nice - Roger Mudd, I un know only briefly because 
he went to Washington & Lee and I had run into him several places. 
You know, itTs kinda, ITd met him on occasion but, heTs been most 
cordial in seeing him and that - we ran into him after lunch the 
other day and he stopped and chatted and was very complimentary 
of what I had to say - in fact, he - several times heTs been nice 
and said that. Art Buckwald, and Art Buckwald came over and, actually 
I think he was chatting with Bill Cohen and Bill introduced him 
to me and I didn't recognize him - made him pronounce his name a 
secnrld time, and Buckwald - he spelled it out kinda like - but 
I was amused at seeing him and turned him around and since my wife 
is such a fan of his, that I hoped she would catch us on television 
but she didnTt see it but, well, maybe the camera didn't, I couldnTt 
tell whether that camera was on at the moment or not - but I read in 
Sally Quinn's column the next day that something to the impression 
that Art Buckwald was pleased to meet me and that surprised me and 
well, getting back to Art, I did get him to send a note to my wife, 
such a fan of yours, you better write her a note - and he said, 11Dear 
June, where were you when I needed you? 11 which I thought was a great 
expression. When you are on the spot like that you wonder what e they 
might~ say. The opportunity to be on Face the Nation was one I never 
thought ITd be burdened with in my first year but that was the most 
relaxed atmosphere and I enjoyed that tremendously and found the people 
very nice. Went down to the CBS studio on Sunday - the only Sunday 
ITve been in Washington - and of course we worked late Saturday night 
so I guess I wouldnft have had the NE energy to go home anyway. We 
worked late so Sunday and Jimmy was still here and got to the studio 
about 11:30, got made up by the lady and ITve/B~¥Hrmade up before in 
my television appearances and - pancake and everything - yeah, Ray 
Thornton, apparently, has an a1ergy to makeup so they didnTt do much 
to him. But anyway, they were very nice to me and then they even 
washed your face for you when you got through. So that was pretty nice. 
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B r .. --=~~hl-ng- about it was when it was all over they brought in 
for everybody and little hors d'areuvres tray - and I 
ade a meal out of it - I guess I shouldn't have - I was a li~tle bit 
piggy but we.JJ_a~.a nice chat in the studio there. I didn't - you--., 
know -/thRt t~~~iij~swtfle day after everybody had voted on the firs 
article of impeachment so there was that let down feeling, perfectly 
apparent, apparently I think it probably translated to the television 
audience that we really didn't get into anything very controversial 
just - at least I didn't think so - and we talked about a few items 
and them we were :tkg.m:Mg through and then we stayed around and I got 
to know those~ people a little bit and it was a very nice experience. 
One interesting thing - while we were there - the man from West Germany 
was - came in to broadcast something that heTs evidently beaming from 
the satelites so we listened to him give a news cast of about two minutas 
or maybe 5 minutes - ITve forgotten how k long it was - in German - of 
our proceedings and then we could see he was mentioning the Republicans 
and we could see he was - he started ticking off the names of the 
Republicans that had voted for impeachment - I heard my name go across 
overseas - but what was really amusing was when he got to the name of 
Harold Frolich - he really gave that a twist - you know - that had 
feeling and that was quite amusing and we all burst out laughting 
at that. And so that was a new experience for me and overall itTs 
inda hard to take in the sudden recognition that this television 
c erage has given us but - and it's given me a new feeling toward 
the ress. I don't feel any hostility toward them. I don't feel 
like t have distorted our deliberations because they covere 
the whole ·ng and I don't get the feeling that what's said or 
done is being re oorly at all and so=--=~ ave to take another 
look at this hard line we 
No, I feel like everybody in there in the press corps has treated the 
~ ommittee with decorum - the most impressive thing is people like 
/ Eddli/~ White and professional cynics, heTs not a professional cynic, hers 
quii ~ a kindly old viewer of the political scene, but even the cynics 
- Von Hoffman - who I remember on another occasion wrote of our 
Committee about he thought k the democrats looked brighter than the 
republicans - I remember that - I think that was duiing one of our 
impeachment things that was covered by the press, I remember reading 
that comment and resenting it cause I hadn't had anything to say 
that day anyway but I just thought that was poor. But he seemed to 
have a new£ view in his column that the republicans are different 
people and maybe they should be allowed to live after all and maybe 
the view of weTve made friends for the republican party that we probably 
sort of needed. I don't know whether we are making friends with our 
natural enemies or not but I feel real good - still feel comfortable 
with my vote as I mentioned. I also feel real good about the fact that 
thes - that there were enough republicans so that I wasn't lmm lonesome 
( 
and that, in my judgement, the intellectual capacity of my coherts 
who voted with me is demonstrably superior to those who voted against 
it. I feel like the more articulate members of our committee voted 
with me and that that has improved the image of the party across the 
country and I think in the long haul, it's going to be good. Course 
it could all go down the drain if we vote impeachment and tl-E Senate 
doesn't vote to remove but that's a little bit further down the road 
than I like to think about. 
W You talk about this hostility toward the press that you wonce felt 
or suspicion, I gather you felt this toward the national press ..• youTve 
always gotten along with the Virginia press ... 
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B , ~eah, the local press. Well, I guess the truth of the matter is 
anybody I know and work with on a regular basis never bothered me. 
Except the headline writers - the rl headlines always----d-i-sturbed me -
but on the national press scene, the national press itself i lways, 
I felt like, is distorted and misrepresented whatrs come to them. I 
do think ±kex±:ir.z,i_ezam:iz:t.laR that Time and Newsweek have given a very 
different£ view of this thing. Well, they havenrt quite given the 
balance to their ~eiuo~~Rd reporting that I think is indicated but 
I could be wrong becaus e theyrve been telling us that impeachment 
was a certainty for a long time and I never thought it was a certai 
~f-U--know. 
One other guy - I was interviewed by a guy from the Christian Science 
Monitor - I donrt know his name but hers a - Jimmy and I had lunch 
with him - Burling - hers quite the most am able interviewer Irve 
ever met. We took him to lunch and we spent about an hour and a 
half with him. Hers very i soft sell but hers the only guy who knew 
anything at all about me whenever - you know - strange - he researched 
me - called down in my district - talked to people in my district -
all of that stuff is by way of background before he came to see me. 
And then we spent an hour and a half on it and hers going to run a 
column. I think he said he would send it to me. Maybe itrs up there 
now but I just was impressed that a man of his calibre would take 
the time to interview me and when he is an admitted liberal I think 
he was trying to find somebody to tell him the real conservative 
interest i~ lies in getting rid of the President. Well, I didnrt 
quite go that far but I think that will probably N be the line he 
takes. But that was interesting to me - that - well, it was surprising 
to me in a way - that my efforts had called the attention - had 
attracted the attention of a guy of that calibre cause obviously 
hers big time. Or maybe Irm - am I right? (W- Oh, yes, hers been 
ar~d here for many years and is highly respected. He runs one of 
tµese breakfast groups and almost at a moments notice he can get 
V 
rl1mi1s.:x: Gerry Ford or- yeah, almost anybody) Really, like Ken Clawson 
does. (Well, maybe a little better than Ken Clawson.) Oh, you mean 
if he wants to interview a significant public g:iu figure - to have 
rypwu,.Qe .:::..._ he can guarantee him that he r11 have prestigious 





is an interesting process - kinda of a cross-fertilizati 
press and Congress. I think itrs worked the other way 
Yeah, I donrt think mine is a unique observation. No. 
In fact Flowers mentioned it you know -
~'i~1'M· g!J1'1l-i.1-t;,t:;j.:..,.., - h~e--st-t-ttl'l't"f'ell-"fd+-indt-. - Hfw'enhRa~dr;:;m;-;e;n~t::-:iic· o~n~e: d~ t; h;:a~t ear lier - as you will recall -
in our first early meetings, one of our early meetings, he mentioned 
il that - he said to us a week before he said it in his closing remarks. 
indicated you 
Except, as I recall, you S.i!lll before you/thought he might give them 
a tongue lashing. 
Well, I think hers too much of a gentleman to do that under those 
circumstances but I felt like that there was a _____ that he 
gave them ... 
Sort of but, at the same time ... 




W I think maybe a lot of the press has also learned that/cliches - some 
of the cliches they might have of Congressmen are wrong. 
B I think the American people have done that - have learned that. Every 
incwnbent in Congress owes a thousand - ought to send a thousand 
dollars to the Judiciary Committee. 
W But the tv worked out well ... 
B The tv worked out well - the lights werea 1 t bad - there were no 
problems with it and soon as we got over being selfconscious about 
half a day why, I think it 1 s great. I 1 d say televise all of them. 
The only thing I would say is that selective televising still has 
a tendency to be unfair and that 1 s about it. 
